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ABSTRACI

The feasibility of performing numerous spent fuel cask operations using

fully iiltegrated robotic systems is under evaluation. Using existing _tech-
nology, operational and descriptive software and hardware in the form of

robotic end effectors are being designed in conjunction with interfacing cask

components. A robotic radiation and contamination survey system has been

developed and used on mock-up cask hardware to evaluate the impact of such

fully automated operations on cask design features and productivity. Based

on experience gained from the survey system, numerous health physics opera-

tions can be reliably performed with little human intervention using a fully

automated system. Such operations can also significantly reduce time
requirements for cask-receiving operations.
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I.0 INTRODUCTION

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) of 1982 authorized the U.S.

Department of Energy (DOE) to establish a national system for disposing of

commercially generated high-level radioactive waste (CHLW) and spent nuclear
fuel. The NWPA established the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Manage-

ment (OCRWM) to carry out these activities (NWPA, 1982). In addition, the

DOE is responsible for permanently disposing of defense high-level radioac-

tive waste (D]_LW) currently in interim storage at several reprocessing sites

(Zi_ner and Madsen , 1985). Disposal activities include receipt of spent
fuel, CHLW, and DHLW from commercial reactors and reprocessing sites', trans-

port to a federal repository where the waste is received and prepared for

disposal; and final emplacement of the waste in a deep geologic repository.

The DOE is committed to carrying out these activities in a safe and

cost-effective manner, ensuring public and occupational safety while reducing
handling and transport costs (Zimmer and Madsen, 1985; DOE, 1986). Develop-

ment activities are under way to optimize many facets of the transport sys-

tem, including identifying cask features that will increase waste transport

cask productivity by improving cask-handling operations at shipping and

receiving facilities. These development activities are consistent with the

DOErs efforts to reduce life-cycle costs of the transportation system and to

maintain total radiological risks, including public and occupational risks...

within the guidelines of the as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA)

philosophy (DOE, 1981).

Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) is developing advanced cask-handling

techniques and investigating the feasibility of using robotic systems for

cask and radioactive waste-handling operations at nuclear waste receiving

sites. The primary objectives for these development activities are the

following:

• to demonstrate the feasibility of using robotic systems for cask
handling tasks, and

• to identify cask design features and operations that strongly affect

robotic handling.

A prototype robotic system, the Remote Radiation Survey and Analysis

System (RRSAS), has been developed to conduct remote radiation and contamina-

tion surveys on nuclear waste transport casks. This report reviews the

development work for the RRSAS. Section 2.0 presents background information

related to the develcpment of the RRSAS, including cask design development

issues, cask-handling operations, early conceptual design work, proof-of-

principle testing, and technology development issues for automated cask

handling. Section 3.0 presents the details of the RRSAS operations. Section

4.0 summarizes technical achievements of the RRSAS p_oject and includes

insights into the technical feasibility of further automating cask opera-
tions. Section 4.0 also includes conclusions about the impacts of automated

handling on cask designs and waste management systems based on the experience

gained from the RRSAS Project.



2.0 BACKGROUND

2.1 Cask Development add Design Issu.es

The efficiency of a nuclear waste transport cask depends primarily on

its carrying capacity or payload. Transport cask productivity is defined by
the number of high-level waste contaJners, or spent fuel assemblies, moved

per year from a shipping facility to a receiving site. Cask productivity is

primarily affected by the carrying capacity and the time spent loading and
preparing the cask for shipment, unloading and preparing the cask for return

shipment, and transporting a cask between two points. A number of opportuni-

ties exist to increase the productivity of the next generation of waste
transport casks. This is particularly important since the number of future

shipments of spent light water reactor (LWR) fuel to repositories will be

substantially greater than current shipments. To date, U.S, shipments over

the last 25 years total 6,000 metric tons of uranium (MTU). For comparison,

approximately 3,000 MTU of spent fuel will be transported each year when a

repository is available.

In the future, casks will also be required to accommodate much older

;pent fuel than is common today. Age of spent fuel is derived from the time
of its removal from the reactor. Current casks are predominantly designed

for spent fuel cooled for short time periods, i.e., 180 days out of the

reactor. Generally, the increase of older spent fuel shipments and the
potential for large increases in the number of spent fuel assemblies, or

payload capacity, warrants developing more efficient "new generation" casks.

As new casks are developed, private industry is being encouraged to be

innovative in designing features to enhance both safety and productivity.

Improving cask productivity reduces life-cycle transportation costs and

helps maintain radiological risks within ALARA guidelines-(DOE, 1981). For

example, increased cask capacities will reduce the total number of shipments

required to transport a given amount of fuel. Fewer shipments will reduce

the number of handling operations at shipping and receiving facilities,

which, in turn, will decrease total cask-handling time. Improving cask-

handling times will reduce the number of casks needed to maintain a specific

waste-handling rate. Fewer shipments and lower time requirements for cask-

handling operations will likely reduce staffing requirements, as well as

capital cost for waste shipping and receiving facilities, and decrease

occupational radiological exposure. Fewer shipments will also reduce public

radiological exposure. Occupational radiological exposures can also be

reduced by removing personnel from the immediate vicinity of a cask and by

performing cask-handling operations remotely. Unfortunately, such remote

operations historically have resulted in significant increases in the time

required to perform cask-handling tasks.

2.2 Times for Cask-Handlin_ Operations

The effect of cask turnaround time on transport cask productivity at

shipping and receiving facilities was analyzed (Winson et al., 1980). As

shown in Table 2-1, if turnaround times for existing legal weight (LWT) and

overweight (OWT) truck casks could be reduced from current requirements of

12 and 16 hours at each facility, respectively, to 4 hours each, cask
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Table 2-1

Productivity Increases Associated with
Reduced Cask Turnaround Times (Winson et al., 1980)

Type _f Cask

LWT* OWT** Rail

Turnaround
Time

Current 12 hours 16 hours 6-8 days

Reduced 4 hours 4 hours 4 days

Productivity 28% 62% 19%
Increase

*LWT- Legal weight truck cask.

**OWT - Over'weight truck cask.

productivity would increase approximately 28 and 62 percent, respectively

(Winson et al., 1980). If the rail cask turnaround time at each facility

could be reduced from 6 to 8 days, to 4 days, productivity would increase
approximately 19 percent. The lower increase for rail is due to more

dominant in-transport factors. In terms of costs, one analysis indicates

that a 4- to 8-hour reduction in truck and rail cask turnaround times,

respectively, could reduce lifeocycle transportation costs (excluding

facility capital costs) considerably (Shirley, 1983).

While these analyses consider only current generation transport casks,

the potential effects of productivity increases are equall.y applicable to

future generation casks. With their projected higher capacities, future

generation casks will. have even greater potential for increased productivity
(Sanders et al., 1987). Performance goals for future generation spent fuel

transport casks require turnsround times of 8 hours for truck casks and

4 days for rail. casks (DOE, 1986).

2.3 OccuDat$ona! Exposures Resulting From Cask-Handling Operations

To accommodate the large number of shipments expected at repositories in

the future while maintaining occupational exposl,res within ALARA guidelines,

significant changes in waste-handling methods are needed. An early analysis

has been conducted to evaluate several concepts for reducing radiological

exposure_ Three general reco_nendations for reducing exposures have been

derived: maximize cask shielding, maximize facility shielding, and implement

remote-handling techniques (Shirley, 1983).
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A more recent ALARA analysis evaluates several alternative methods for
reducing occupational exposures from spent fuel transport (Schneider et al,,

1987), Radiation doses resulting from cask-handling operations at a postu-

lated reference repository are estimated by analyzing hypothetical receiving

and handling facilities. Estimates of the distances between the cask surface

and operating crew members during handling activities are based on current

cask-handllng practices. Contact-handling dose estimates for these activi-
ties are based on near-cask dose rates and background area dose rates for

typical cask-handling areas, staffing and time estimates representative of

current experience, and the expected location of workers relative to the

casks, Ali cask-handllng activities are assumed to be accomplished with

conventional equipment and procedures,

"he facility is assumed to receive shipments 24 hours a day, 7 days

a week. Assuming continuous cask operations, estimates of cask turnaround

time at the facility range from 14,6 hours for a truck cask containing

pressurized water reactor (PWR) fuel assemblies, to 16:.3 hours for a truck

cask containing boiling water reactor (BWR) f_lel assemblies, Rail cask
turnaround estimates are 21.6 hours for a PWR cask to 30,1 hours for a BWR

cask, The average waiting times for casks outside the receiving and handling

building are estimated at ]4 hours for each truck cask and 20 hours for each
rail cask.

Specific handling activities considered in the ALARA analysis are

illustrated by Schneider et ai, (1987), Upon receipt, the cask and transport

vehicle are inspected at the repositorySs outside security gate. They are

then transported to and from a queuing area and then to a wash-down area

where they are washed and dried before moving to the receiving and handling

area, While in the wash-down area, a health physics survey is performed on

cask enclosures, tiedowns, and impact limiters. The cask is then removed

from the transport vehicle, placed on a mobile cart, and moved into the

handling room. Activities in the handling room include pressure and cover

gas testing, outer lid removal, and mating to a hot cell port. A lifting

adapter for the inner lid and a contamination barrier adapter are also
installed at this time.

In the hot cell, several remote cask operations are performed, including

unloading and internal cavity inspection and cleaning. Unloaded spent fuel

assemblies, or high-l_vel waste canisters, are placed into temporary storage
cells within the hot cell.

The empty cask is then prepared for shipment by reversing the above
proces_. Closure lids are installed, the cask exterior is decontaminated,

and the cask is placed on the transport vehicle. The cask tiedowns, impact

limiters, and personnel barrier are reinstalled, and the vehicle is prepared

. for departure.

Only a few of the above activities account for approximately 90 percent

of the occupational dose, as illustrated in Table 2-2. For example, the

activities performed in the handling room to prepqre the cask for unloading

account for 67 to 75 percent of the collective dose :eceived by repository

cask-handling workers, Removing closure lid bolts contributes most to the

total collective dose received by workers: 36 percent per truck cask
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Table 2-2

Contributions of Various Cask-Handling Activities to

Total Repository Occupational Dose (Schneider et al,, 1987)

Contribution to

Activity Total Dose (%)

Handling, Room

, 'Closure work, gas/pressure testing,

installing contamination and

lifting system 67-75

Removing closure lid bolts [36 (truck)]

(included in above activities) [43 (rail)]

Preparation Tasks

Health-physics surveys, removing

impact limiters, removing tiedowns 17-19

Cl_aning, Monitoring, _nspection,

Cask Movement 3-11

(I00 person-mrem) and 43 percent per rail cask (200 person-mrem). Other

preparation tasks, such as health-physlcs surveys, removing impact limiters,

and removing tiedowns, will contribute 17 to ]9 percent of the collective

dose to repository workers (54 person-mrem for each truck cask and 79 person-

mrem for each rail cask), Cleaning, monitoring, inspection, and cask move-

ment tasks account for most of the remainder. As sho_'_ in Table 2-2, these

tasks result in 95 to 97 percent of the collective occupational dose at the

repository for truck and rall cask handling, respecltivelyi

The total operational dose per cask load is approximately 280 person-

mrem per PWR or BWR truck cask load (approximately !300 person-mrem/MTU spent

fuel). The dose is approximately 465 person-mrem per PWR or BWR rail cask

load (approximately 70 person-mrem/MTU spent fuel). One to two percent of

the total dose results from background radiation doses (i.e., from other site

radiation sources) in the work area,
i'

These reference repository analyses indicate a relatively small n_nber

of repository personnel could receive average individual doses as a result of

cask-handling operations as large as 13 person-rem/yr, and the average for

each worker could be approximately 3.7 person-rem/yr. This is well above the

1 person-rem/yr ALARA objective for an individual worker,
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2,4 Remot,e, Cask Hand!,ing

Remote cask-handling techniques are being considered to reduce these

occupational exposure levels at a repository, The traditional means of

handling materials remotely requires master/slave manipulators, in which a

remote mechanical manipulator (the .clave) is directly coupled to a mechanism

(the master) controlled by the operator (Figure 2-i). The slave manipulator

essentially repeats the master's movements exactly. Due to the reduced

degree of freedom of master/slave devices and environmental sensing limita-

tions, remote manipulation using such devices is difficult even for experi-

enced operators and, depending on the complexity of the system, can take 3 to

15 times as long as manual operations for identical tasks (Strip, 1987). As

a result, interest in developing programmable devices, or robots, for remote-

handling operations has increased.

Development has been proceeding since 1983 on advanced methods for

performing high-level waste cask operations in radioactive waste shipping and

receiving facilities. In 1983, a conceptual evaluation of remote-handling

equipment and procedures for cask shipping and receiving operations was

initiated by SNL and Hanford Engineering and Development Laboratory (HEDL).

This effort concluded that worker exposures can be significantly reduced if

such remote-handling systems are developed and used to perform what typically

have been hands-on tasks (Yount and Berger, 1984). The evaluation determined

that if commercial robots were incorporated into a remote-handllng system,

worker exposure could be reduced to acceptable levels while maintaining or

possibly increasing material throughput.

2.4.1 Proof-of-Principle Experiment

To substantiate the conclusions drawn from conceptual analyses, a

limited proof-of-principle experiment was initiated at HEDL in 1984 to test

the applicability of robotic systems to waste-handling operations (Berger,

Oneiting, and Sanders, 1986)0 An available commercial robot system has been

used to evaluate whether a variety of cask operations could be automated

using existing technology and whether a robot system could be used in a

master/slave control to respond to unstructured, off-normal events.

A pedestal-mounted commercial robot (Figure 2-2) has been modified for

man-in-the-loop control and used to perform selected cask-handling activi-

ties. For the demonstration, a full-scale carbon steel mock-up of a DHLW

cask (Figure 2-3) has been built, complete with functioning seals and captive

closure bolts (Madsen et al., 1987). Also, a nonradioactive DHLW canister

(Figure 2-3) has been obtained for cask-unloading operations. A shipping

skid with captive hinged tiedowns has been fabricated to simulate features

that could be designed into a dedicated trailer,

To accommodate unplanned events, the robot's standard teach pendant has

been replaced with a more functional joystick controller, lq_e joystick

allows the operator to use natural motions rather than push buttons to con-

trol robot movements, making manual control easier. A control station has

been developed that incorporates the Joystick controller, a microprocessor,

the closed-circuit television monitors, a remote crane control pendant, and a
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Figure 2-1, Master/Slave Manipulators
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programmable controller. Dual three-degree-of-freedom joysticks are used to

position and orient the tools used for specific operations.

A communications package has also been developed to interface the robot

controller with a microprocessor. The package is necessary to establish a

computer communications link and transfer data to and from the robot control-

ler. Included in the package is the capability to store process data and

adjust the coordinates of cask features as necessary, based on spatial _

reference points. Because the hea\_ cask could not be exactly fixed in a

well-defined position, reference points on the cask are determined manually
with the robot in a manipulator mode. Once this is accomplished, ali other

coordinates of the cask features relative to the robot are automatically
determined.

The DHLW cask has an outer lid that functions only as a dust cover. A

lifting fixture has been designed for handling the cask dust cover. The

fixture also provides reaction points for the torque wrench (features against

which the wrench could rest to absorb the torques) during dust cover fas-

tening or unfastening operations.

During the demonstration, the DHLW cask mock-up is removed from the

shipping skid and placed into a vertical support fixture that simulates a

facility cask cart. Cask location has been determined by establishing

reference point coordinates on the dust cover and the side of the cask by

touching those points. The dust cover is then removed, using a gripper end
effector and a lifting fixture. The cask mock-up is then prepared for

unloading, using the robot under both master/slave and automatic, prepro-
grammed control. A gas sampling operation is simulated, and the bolts on the

cask lid are loosened. The bolts are spring-captured and remain fixed to the

lid. The closure and the DHLW waste canister are removed, using a grapple

and a remotely operated crane, followed by reinstallation to simulate a

loading operation. Finally, the robot is used to reverse the operational
procedure.

The demonstration is conducted using simplified laboratory systems. Ali
operations are conducted with closed-clrcuit television and no direct

viewing, which represents a worst-case situation. Even with these limita-

tions, the proof-of-principle testsuccessfully demonstrates several remote-

handling operations for a waste transport cask. While the operations are

slow, the feasibility of performing ali caulk lifting, preparation, and

unloading operations from a single control station using remote controls and
viewing is demonstrated.

2.4.2 Experiment Results

A principal benefit of the proof-of-principle demonstration is the data

collected which allowed a comparison of actual operating times with those

predicted by the initial conceptual analyses (Yount and Berger, 1984).

Operating times derived in the conceptual analysis are predicted, assuming

enhanced robotic equipment, software, and programmable manipulators are

available and comparable to those used in the proof-of-principle experiment.
This analysis predicts that such equipment could reduce the total cask

operating times by approximately 30 percent of current manual requirements
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(Berger et ai., 1986). In addition, it is predicted that a fully remot_

system could reduce personnel exposure to near zero for normal operations.

\
The operating times obtained during proof-of-principle testing is _in close

agreement with the operating times predicted by the conceptual analysis.

Because the proof-of-principle experiment employs standard commercial equip-

ment, the values predicted in the conceptual analysis are conservative. This

comparison is illustrated in Figure 2-4.

The information obtained during the proof-of-prlnclple demonstration has

been used to estimate the impact of advanced handling methods on the design

and operation of shipping casks (Berger et al., 1986). Two important con-

clusions about the technical feasibility of using currently available robotic

systems for remote cask-handling activities have resulted from the proof-of-

principle testing' (i) man-ln the-loop control of lifting, moving, and mani-

pulation activities could result in handling time requirements in excess of
similar contact operations and the need for rigid structures for cask com-

ponents and equipment; and (2) the restriction of remote-handling methods to

currently available commercial technology could result in significant cask

design, fixturing, and tooling impacts.

2.5 Technology Development Issues for Remote Cask Handling

While robot control technology is limited in the commercial sector,

applicable advanced technology is rapidly being developed in the research

and development sector. Commercially available robot control technology

typically restricts robot operations to repetitious movements to and from

previously programmed locations These locations must be rigidly fixed in

the robot workspace.

Teaching, the most common mode of robot programming, involves moving the

end point of the robot manipulator under operator control to a location in

the environment and storing that position in the robot's computer memory.

Manual programming of robot trajectories (paths through the environment) is

normally accomplished using a teach pendant, or joystick, that allows the

operator to move the robot to various work points. From these points, the

robot can be commanded to move to other taught points.

Usually, the robot workspace must be rigidly structured by jigs and

fixtures to ensure that the work pieces always have the position and orienta-

tion expected by the preprogrammed robot. Often this careful fixturing of

work pieces may not be sufficient for certain robotic activities which

require careful contact with objects. A robot never returns exactly to

taught locations. The position error that occurs when a robot fails to

exactly return to a taught location is the robot's repeatability. Typical

repeatabilities for high-quality robots range from ±0.010 to ±0.001 in.

Position errors of this magnitude can seriously affect a robot's ability to

accurately and safely contact an object, such as a cask, during radiological

swiping operations (Griesmeyer and Thunborg, 1988).

If a robot is commanded to return to a previously taught location where

it was touching the desired point, the robot may, in fact, not contact the

object. This would occur if the robot repeatability resulted in it moving to

0_IN•. a.%,



CASK HANDLING CUMULATIVE TIME IN MINUTES
OPERATION

0 20 40 60 80 100 120140 160180200220240 260280
REMOVE CASK TIEDOWNS

UPRIGHT CASK

TRANSFER TO CART

REMOVE TOP COVER

SAMPLE GAS

PREPARE CLOSURE FOR REMOVAL

REMOVE CLOSURE

REMOVE CANISTER

REPLACE CLOSURE

TORQUE CLOSURE BOLTS A

INSTALL TOP COVER C B

TRANSFER TO TRANSPORTER

INSTALL TIEDOWNS

A Current Manual Operations

B Based on Conceptual Analysis

C Based on Proof-of.Principle Demonstration

Figure 2-4. A Comparison of Expected Cask-Handling Times Based on Current
Experience and Predictions Derived From Conceptual Analysis and
Proof-of-Principle Experiments (Berger, Gneiting, and Sanders,
1986)
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a point slightly above, but not in contact with, the surface. Such action

during some cask operations would be unacceptable.

Similarly, if a robot tried to return to a previously taught surface

point on a rigid object, but instead moved to a point beneath the surface due

to poor repeatability, large forces would be generated. This could lead to

damage of the object or the robot.

Thus, operations in which the robot must make contact with objects are

best performed using force control. During force control, the robot moves to

achieve a desired force and a desired position. Force-controlled robots are

designed to comply with forces encountered, and such control is frequently

termed active compliance.

Robot compliance can also be obtained by integrating substances, such as

springs and foam rubber, that deform under force, Thus, when the robot con-

tacts an object, the compliant substance deforms slightly, acts as a shock

absorber, and forces on the robot and object increase slowly. This type of

robot compliance accommodates small robot positioning errors and is termed

passive compliance. Passive compliance occurs when forces generated upon

contact are not actively controlled to achieve a desired force; contact

forces are simply absorbed by the compliant substance.

Force-control research has shown the feasibility of using robots to

make controlled contact with objects (see Appendix A), Most implementations

of force control in robots employ a combination of active and passive com-

pliance, termed stiffness control. In stiffness control, the known charac-

teristics of passive compliance are employed tq determine the appropriate

move by the robot to achieve the desired force. Thus, if the robot is con-

tatting a surface with a resulting force, the known stiffness coefficient of

the compliant material is used to predict the amount of robot movement

required to achieve the desired force. Typically, the stiffness of the com-

pliant material selected is matched to the robot's position control charac-

teristics to provide responsive, active force control for the robot.

Unfortunately, commercial force-controlled robots are currently unavail-

able. However, advanced research robots have demonstrated the feasibility of

force control. In addition, these advanced systems have shown the feasibil-

ity of using other sensors, such as vision, for servo control of robots in

general. With restricted personnel access to robot workspaces in nuclear

environments, the manual teaching approach to robot programming is difficult.

Such sensor-based servo control would allow robot_ co sense objects in the

environment and respond to them without direct operator intervention.

Current commercial controllers often must be modified to implement

sensor feedback. However, conversations with selected robot manufacturers,

such as Adept, CIMCORP, and Cincinnati Milcron, indicate that future control-

lers may provide for sensor feedback incorporation (Griesmeyer and Thunborg,
1988).

In advanced robotic applications, the robot control functions will be

integrated primarily through supervisory computers using models of the robots

and their enviror_ent, i.e., model-based control. Typically, in research
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robotic systems currently under development, several computers external to

the robot controlle'£ are provided to allow for interrogation of sensors,

collection and storage of data, coordination of the robot system with other

process flows, and operator interface with the system. Sensor information is

used to monitor system operation and to provide updates that are sent to the

robot controller; this process provides a form of sensor-based servo control.

Model-based control of robots with sensor feedback requires less struc-

ture in the environment in the form of jigs and fixtures (see Appendix C).

j Using a computing system to provide sensor interpretation can, in some

'_ instances, allow an existing commercial robot to perform cemplex tasks

requiring the robot to adapt to its environment during task execution. In

addition, the robot can recognize and respond to off-normal conditions,

resulting in increased system efficiency and safety.

The procedures and tools necessary to perform cask operations are

generally developed by the cask designer; the user is then trained to use

these procedures and tools. However, for advanced robotic cask-handling

applications, procedures and operational descriptions must be integrated into

the software control system of thereceivlng facility. This requires that

cask descriptive software, which contains digitized coordinates of features

, and mathematical dascrlptlons and definite.ope of surfaces, be of approxi-

mately the same level of detail as the final drawings for the hardware.

2.6 An Approach to Ey@]uating Advanced Remote Cask-H_ndli_!g_ Technology

1

, In 1984, SNL initiated a comprehensive effort to integrate advancing

robotics technology with cask-handling feasibility assessments. This

advanced technology is also transferred to private industry to ensure avail-

ability for actual repository operations.

An experimental approach is being used to evaluate specific cask opera-

tions; the RRSAS has been the first test of this approach. Using existing

technology, operational and descriptive software and hardware in the form of

robotic end effectors are designed in conjunction with the interfacing cask

component desig, l. Software and hardware requirements are being developed for

remotely identifying a cask or component, establishing the cask's position in

three-dimensional space, and integrating a software description of the cask,

its components, and contents with operational features and sensory feedback

control systems. Conceptual designs of specific cask features, operating

software, and end effectors for performing these operations are developed and

tested in actual feasibility demonstrations.

Resulting design constraints for cask and robot system interfaces are

incorporated into cask interface specifications (Griesmeyer and Thunborg,

1988). Handling times for specific operations are recorded and implemented

into a data base to correlate expected cask turnaround times and exposure

estimates with specific design features for future system trade-off analyses.

The priority of addressing specific cask operations was determined by

(i) the potential benefit in time and exposure reductions, (2) the availabil-

ity of applicable technology, and (3) the applicability of the techno].ogy

required for a specific operation or series of operations to subsequent
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feasibility evaluations of other operations (Strip, 1987), Since health-

physics operations account for a significant portion of worker dose during

cask-handling operations, and automation of such activities requires numerous

capabilities that apply to virtually all cask operations (Griesmeyer and

Thunborg, 1988), the RRSAS project was initiated to address radiation and

contamination surveys on waste transport casks, The balance of this report
describes and summarizes the achievements of the RRSAS,

!
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3,0 RRSAS DESCRIPTION

As part of cask-handllng operations at nuclear waste r_?ositories,

workers will perform two types of radiation surveys, A noncontact energy

survey slowly moves a radiation counter system near the cask's surface to

measure neutr,n and gamma radiation originating from the cask's contents,

A second particulate contamination survey, or swiping, wipes the cask with

' filter paper to remove particles from the cask's surfa'_e. The filter paper

is then placed in a special instrument to measure any alpha, beta, and gamma

radiation originating from any contamination by radioactive particles present
on the cask's surface.

Occupational radiation exposure can be substantially reduced if

radiation and contamination surveys are performed remotely, because ma_ual

surveys require long personnel exposure times (see Section 2.3), Also,

swiping is not a repeatable operation when performed by humans. Robotic

systems, however, canstandardlze swipe parameters, such as contact area and

force. In addition, robotic control systems can automatically maintain

accurate records of where swipes are performed on the cask surface and the

contamination level at that location. Finally, computer analysis of the

radiation survey results can be accomplished quickly', the results are automa-

tically correlated with the cask model, operational history, and operatlnnal

limits. This process simplifies records maintenance and improves quality

assurance. Also, task results can be immediately displayed graphically to

inform operations personnel of survey results.

The RRSAS was developed to examine the relationship between cask design

and the use of robots for conducting noncontact and swiping surveys on

nuclear waste transport casks, The complete system, shown in Figure 3-1,

consists of a CIMCORP XR (_* 6100 gantry robot, modified for force-control.led

operation, This prototype robotic system performs five major tasks:

(i) determines the cask's location after delivery in relation to the robot's

workspace, (2) identifies the cask and automatically formulates a comprehen-

sive survey plan, based on cask contents, the results of past radiation and

contamination surveys, and the results of random generation of survey loca-

tions; (3) performs a remote visual inspection of the cask for mechanical

damage; (4) executes contamination and radiation surveys of the cask ex-

terior; and (5) analyzes and presents survey results to the operator during

system operation.

The following sections review the tasks executed by the RRSAS and the

equipment required to perform those operations. Detailed, technical descrip-

tions of the RRSAS and specific subsystems are contained in the appendices.

The system control approach is discussed, and the results of RRSAS operations
are also reviewed.

3.1 Cask Locatio_n

Once a cask has been delivered, the RRSAS automatically determines the

position and orientation of the cask with a computer vision subsystem (see

Appendix B), Design specifications for future nuclear waste repositories

provide that a driver deliver the shipping cask and transporter to a position

_'XR_ is a registered trademark of CIMCORP lhc.
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under the gantry robot, An operator manually enters tilebasic cask type into

the supervisory computer, thereby providing the robot with the app_o×imate

location of known visual reference points on the cask surface, The system
handles up to 15 basic cask designs, The robot tb.en positions itself to

allow its cameras to locate the visual reference points and, hence, deter-

mines the cask's location with respect to the robot,

The RRSAS uses two cameras mounted on the robot's vertical mast to

determine the three-dimensional location of each visual feature, such as the

square lugs shown in Figure 3-2, The cameras allow the computer system to
triangulate and, thus, compute the three-dimensional location of each visual

feature, By locating two visual reference points on the near side of the

cask and one point on the far side, the RRSAS can determine the location and

orientation of the cask to within 0,060 in, The computer vision system

automatically corrects for changes in illumination error; carefully control-

led lighting is not required,

The system also compares the distance between the visual reference

points on the cask with distances contained in a computer model of the cask,

If errors are found, it repeats that portion of the computer vision task

autoi_atically, without operator intervention,

3,2 Cask Ident_ficatioq

The specific radiation survey to b_ conducted on each cask depends on

].tscontents and history; therefore, each cask must be associated with soft-

ware data bases identifying this information, The RRSAS uses a commercial

bar code reader, which is similar to t1_ose used in grocery stores, to scan a

bar code on the end of the cask (Figure 3-3), The supervisory computer then
retrieves from memory a mathematical description of the cask, which is a

computer-aided design (CAD) model, as well as a record of the cask's history

and contents, The computer then develops a detailed survey plan based on

this information, If the cask history reveals previous hot spots, i,e,,

areas with higher-than-normal radiation or contamination levels, these points
are selected for close evaluation,

3,3 Remote Visual II1spectio_l,and _adl,.atioDSurvey

The first phase of the survey performed by the RRSAS is the noncontact

radiation survey, Visual inspection of the cask for mechanical damage is

combined with the radiation survey, The robot uses a tool consisting of a

radiation detector and a closed-clrcult video camera (Figure 3-4), Noncon-

tact radiation surveys are performed using a Geiger-Muller radiation counter

to scan the cask surface, The closed-circuit video image is displayed to the

operator in the centro], room, The operator cllecks for physical damage to the

cask and for any unauthorized objects that ;nay have been placed on the cask

transporter, The amount of detected radiation Is promptly displayed to the

operator using computer gral)hic.cl,Figure 3-5 shows the RRSAS display of

noncontact radiation survey r.esults after a typical cask surw:y, '/'hecom.

puter, remembers the locations of all survey points and can autonlatical],y
return for a detailed resurvey, if desired,

' Hea].th physicists at SNL determined the proper survey scar, rate,

Currently, the rloncontact rad.l.atlonscan rate is 6 l.n,/s, Lineal,"scans are
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performed at seven locations around the cnsk to demonstrate a Complete

radiation survey. After completing the noncontact radiation survey and the

visual inspection, the robot returns to its starting position and awaits the

next step. This allows the operator to visually verify that the robot has
completed the task.

When the noncontact surveys are complete, the RRSAS performs a contact

swipe survey at multiple points (currently 40) on the cask surface, then

analyzes the radiation emanating from the contaminated swipes. Asshown in

Figure 3-6, the swipes consist of filter paper mounted on semicircular

plastic plates that are flat on one side. A 3/16-in.-thick piece of foam

rubber between the filter paper and the plastic plate provides the passive

compliance needed for active force control of the robot during the swiping

process (see Section 2.5). Swipes are individually dispensed from a supply

magazine (Figure 3,7, and Appendix D) mounted on the robot structure. The

robot uses its gripper to pick up a swipe (Figure 3-7) and then proceeds to a

cask swipe point.

Swipe points on the cask surface are randomly generated by the super-

visory computer using the CAD model of the cask. Computer graphic displays

are used to show the operator which point will be swiped (Figure 3-8). The

operator can then visually verify that the robot is moving to the proper
location. The computer automatically programs the robot arm movements, or

trajectories, through space to prevent collisions with cask features such as

the lifting trunnions. The computer also automatically positions the swipe

normal to the surface being surveyed and determines the proper direction to

move during the swiping process. For example, during swiping of the top of
the simulated lifting trunnion, the computer directs the robot to approach

the trunnion in a manner that avoids collision with the impact limiter

(Figure 3-9). The swipe is automatically oriented so that the li.at edge

(Figure 3-6) fits into the joint formed by the square lug and the cask body.

Finally, the computer directs the robot to move to the right during the
swiping process, avoiding collision with the impact limiter.

The RRSAS swiping process is performed using force control. The system

uses a commercial force sensor mounted near the end of the robot arm (Figure
3-8). During a swiping operation, the robot approaches the cask's surface to
within I in. under position control and then makes contact with the cask
under force control.

Position control, under which the RRSAS robot is commanded to move to

positions in space, is the normal operational mode for most commercial

robots. This type of control is inadequate for making contact with the

cask's surface, due to small inaccuracies in the RRSAS. If, for example, the
RRSAS robot is commanded to move to a position believed to be on the cask's

surface, and it is, in fact, 0.01 in. above the surface, swiping cannot be

accomplished, since the swipe is not touching the surface. Because of this,

force control, which is used when the RRSAS robot is commanded to press with

a specified force on the cask's surface, was developed by SNL for the RRSAS
project (see Appendix A).

Once contact has been made, robot control is partitioned. Force control
provides for movement normal to the cask's surface to maintain a desired

contact force, i.e., stiffness control, and position control provides for
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movement along the cask body, This type of dual hybrid force/posltion

control allows swiping of the cask surface while maintaining a constant

contact force, As shown in Figure 3-10, the initial contact force of 7 to
8 Ib is reduced to 4 Ib within 1/2 s, and the robot maintains this reduced

force (±I ib) during the 4-s swipe. Extensive development at SNL in hybrid
force/position control technology, together with robot-controller modifica-

tion, have been required to allow the 4,500-ib robot to achieve tl_is precise
level of control,

_en a swiping process is complete, the used swipe is placed in a

storage magazine, Upon completion of the entire contact swipe survey, the

robot picks up the storage magazine and delivers it to a Canberra swipe

reader (Figure 3-11). This reader was modified by SNL engineers to provide

for computer control and automatic swipe feeding. Once the magazine is

delivered to the reader, it is locked into piace, and the reading process
begins,

Contact survey results are displayed to the operator on a computer

terminal, The operator is alerted to ali contamination survey results higher

than predetermined specifications, Contaminated locations, should they
occur, are indicated by a blinking light on the graphic display of the cask,

Ali high-radiation readings are associated with the sample location on the

cask surface, and provisions are made for automatically returning the robot

to that location for resurvey, if desired. The time required to accomplish

the radiation and contamination survey test for 40 randomly generated swipe

locations is approximately 29 min, Manual surveys typically require approxi-
mately 1.20 min to perform ali swiping, detector, counting, and ar_lysis

operations (Schneider et al., 1987). Further systems analysis indicates that

this total swiping time could be reduced by 25 to 50 percent by reducing
electronic delays within the robot controller, thus allowing the robot to

operate safely at higher speeds.

3,4 RRSAS Control CoDcept

The RRSAS _zupervisory control system is the integrating agent for the

entire robotic i_ystem. Robot system control may be either manual or auto-

matic, Manual control is used for error recovery situations when the opera-

tor must move the robot under teach pendant control. The gantry robot teach

pendant is shown in Figure 3-].2. The operator co.hands the robot to move by

pushing the appropriate buttons on the teach pendant, When using the teach
pendant, the operator must provide ali the detailed robot motion commands

required to accomplish a given robot task.

Under programmed control, the operator serves in a supervisory capacity
only, verifying that the system is operating correctly, The RRSAS super-

visory control environment supports both computer reasoning about robot
actions, such as planning of colllslon-free robot movemeILts, as well as

ser:_:or-based control, e,g., force control. In addition, supervisory control

pro v'i._s for recovery from error situations and integrates the diverse RRSAS
subsystems with a reliable functioning system (see Appendix C).

The st _cture chosen for the control system is shown in Figure 3-13.

This structure is similar to that of many h_nan organizations in which a

supervisor controls the activities of several subordinates with specialized
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Figur_ 3-12, Th¢_ Gantry Robot "_.i_ach_Pendant
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,tll:',;t l, itic_s, In Buc,h _n organization, the,, eJupt_rg:t_or t_'l,'l_ t:hc_ _Jubc_rclin,,lt:o_
wl_at n_d_J to bc_ done and when, but cloc_ not li_Ju_ dotalli_d :i,n_Jt:ruct:l, oxm on
how to pearl!otto a task; tlm subordtnat_ llavc_ Sl!,eeial klmw',[c_dgo c,xl liow to

pet'l_ot'in tile task_t foi: which they are rosporl_lb'!e, In addttiori to gJ=viilg task
irlstructJ,orls_ thi_ supi_rvisor also coordIl'lllti_sljhesubordirltit_,isS aut,l,vlti_s to

achieve a d_sit'ed objl_ctiv_, 'l'tlt_ RRSAS contro]ll_r functions iri a siinlliil:'
fashion,

A Sun MJ.crosystelnS lilod_l 3/160 COlilpt.ltor s_l'vo/it tie tile sup_Jrvisory
COlllpUter, This COlllpUtorlllonitorBlindsichfJdu'lesthe act::l,vJ,ties o£" si,x
subsystem controtl_rSl tl_aswipe r_ader, robot, real-tl,lli¢_force co_t',rolfor

swipll_g, vision, bar code readier, aridnoncoiltaot radiation scilillmr, In
addition, tile supervisory computer provides an _perator interface that

incl.udes hlgh-speed graphics display, 'rl_isdisplay, am discussed above_,

serves two primary functions, First, the radiation survey t'_sults are
displayed to the system operator to allow him o,._h_r to dstermlne whether

resurveys are ne_clecl, Next, during the random lwipe process, graphIc:s are
used to show the operator the swipe point locatLon, so that: robot lliOVOlllents

can be monitored, Al,though the RRSAS has prow, i to be e×t',rome_lyreli_ibl,e,

safe operation procedures dictate op_i:ator wJri"l,cation that th_ robot is

:l.ncleedlllOV:l.ngto the correct iocatlon on the ca k,

The supervisor combilms data £'rom tlle,compt ter vision subsystems with tlie

mathematical description of the cask, or CAD description ' to buil.d a model of

the robot and cask world, This model consists qf the robot's location am
well am the cask's location with rospect to the robot, Procedures for sxe-

cutlng specific tasks aro also integrated witl_ _his model of the robot world,

The required tasks, e,g,, swiping the cask surface, are analyzed within the
context of tllomodel to d_velop commands that; must be coxmnunicated to indi-

v:l.dualsub.system controllers, sttch as the swipe icontroller, for execution,

Each subsystem controller :l.sretlponslble for e×_cuting the supc_rvisory

commands and returning messages that" indicate s_.ccessful or unsuccessful

completion of the command, plus arty required da_a r_sulting from command

e×ecution, as in the vis:l.onsysteiil,

The primary reason for adopting the control architecture shown in Figure

3-13 :l.sto allow control distribution throughout: the systt_m to support the

requirements for different types of control, facilltating real-time s_nsor-

based control, and model-based high..l.evelcentro], This control architecture

is sis;liar to mothods used in human organlzat:l.oilmto provide efficient use of

subord:l.nates_ skills, The RRSAS J.s colliprisedof many specialized subsystems,

The structur_ represented :l.nFigure 3-13 allows the use of nlultiple computing

onvlrorlm_nts, adapted to the part:l.cularne_ds of each task, e,g,, vision, and

all, coordinated by a single supervisor, Detail_i of the sup¢:rvisory coliOrol
are pres_rlted in Appendix C,

Irl addition, the control arcliltectur¢_ in FjLgure 3-1.3 provides a st:ruc-

ture within which to construct the required sys!:em corltrol al.goritiullsin a
modular fashion, Software developnlent is based on a modular bu:l.ldirlg-block

approach witi_ single-page, sl.ngl.e-purpose rout.tlm.s bu:l.ld:l.ng on orl{_ anot:h(:_r to

produce a compl_x control str_.,_:turereflectl.ng !:liocask processing requlr_-
ments,
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During the development Of the RRSAS p_oject) personnel associated with

repository d_sign efforts became concerned with the significant processing

times predicted for heavy mato).'lalmovement using standard bridge crane

technologLes, The RRSAS prov!des an excellent experimental environment for

examining alternative material movement strategies, Earlier work at SNL

suggested the feasibility of transporting objects suspended by a cable

without developing slgn],f_.cant pendulum motion, The gantry robot in the

RRSAS has been used to simulate a computer-controlled bridge crane, Gantry
acceleration is controlled using a mathumatical model of a pendulum, Proper
acceleration control of the gantry bridge allows damping of any residual

swinging of suspended objects in one swing period, This results in signifi-
cant decreases in material transport times (see Appendix E),

The approach adopted to move objects without residual swinging is shown

in Figure 3-14, While suspended from a bridge crane, an object such as a
spent fuel assembly that is initially at rest) will begin to swing if the

bridge crane moves, The motion of the object will be similar to that of a

simple pendu].um, To move these objects without residual swinging) SNL uses

the characteristics of pendulum ,lotion in its approach,

Consider an object swinging like a pendulum about a fixed point, At the

two ¢_xtremes of its swing, the object must stop momentarily to change direc-

tlon, Now consider Figure 3-14, where the point about which the object

swings is contl,_uously moving, Note that in Figure 3-14 the object suspended

from the bridge crane continues to move at the two extremes of its swing,

However) the obJoct°s motion with respect to the bridge crane stops for its

direction of motion to changt_, Therefore) at the two extremes of its swing)

the object suspended from th(._bridge crane in Figure 3-14 momentarily moves

at exactly the same velocJty as the bridge crane,

If the acceleration of the bridge crane is constant, as in the constant

bridge acceleration example in Figure 3-14) the two positions where the

swinging object will come to rest are somewhere to the left of and directly

beneath the moving bridge crane, Oscillation is the po]llt at which the

swinging object returns to a point directly beneath the moving bridge crane,

If) after one period of oscillation, the bridge crane acceleration is

instantly set equal to zero, the object will no longer swing as the crane

continues to move) because the crane and the object now have exactly the same

velocity, The net result) as in the constant velocity of bridge and object

example in Figure 3-14, is that the object travels directly beneath the

bridge crane without swinging,

As shown in the bridge- and object-at-rest example in Figure 3-14) the

bridge crane can be brought to a complete stop wI,th zero resultant swing of

the object, Here, a constant rate of deceleration for the bridge crane is

selected, The rate of deceleration is selected so that the bridge crane

comes to a rest after exactly one period of suspended object oscillation, As
the crane slows, the object: swings out in front of the moving crane, As

discussed above) however) if the rate of deceleration is constant) the

swingI.ng object will return to a point directly beneath the crane after one

oscillation period, At that time) the object's velocity will be equal to the
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bridge crane's velocity. Thus, if the deceleration rate was selected so that

the bridge crane's velocity was exactly zero after one period, the object's

velocity would also be zero; the object would be stopped without swinging.

3.6 Summary

Robotic execution of nuclear waste shipping cask radiation and contamin-

ation surveys offers potential for significantly reducing personnel exposure
to radiation. Technology developed during the RRSAS project demonstrates

that large, heavy roboticsystems can operate under real-time force control
to perform contact swipe surveys. This technology not only allows health-

physics surveys of nuclear waste shipping casks to be done remotely, but

provides enhanced repeatability of the process. Automated data collection
and analysis p_vide improved evaluation of the survey results and automati-

cally generate archival data for tracking cask histories and quality

assurance purposes.

The RRSAS project was successfully completed in August 1987 and is
currently operational. The computer vision system can locate a shipping cask

with an accuracy of 1.5 mm (0.06 in.) in two dimensions and 2.5 mm (0.i0 in.)

in range. This is better than the gantry robot's worst-case measured

accuracy of 0.56 cm (0.22 in.). Thus, the robot's accuracy dominates the
safe approach distance of the robot to the cask surface.

Hybrid force/position control, described in Section 3.3, allows swiping
of the cask surface with 4 Ib of force, ±i lb. This force is maintained

during the swipe process. The entire swipe process from moment of contact to

end of swipe requires 5 s.

Operational times for completing ali RRSAS tasks under programmed

operation by the supervisory computer are shown in Table 3-1. The time for
reading the swipes is indicated as variable because each swipe is measured

for a length of time sufficient for proper counting statistics. Thus, the

time of counting is a function of the contamination level. Recent experi-

ments in which the effect of electronic delays within the force control
system have been reduced show that total swiping time can be further reduced

by approximately 25 to 50 percent.

Oscillation-damped movement of objects using a computer-controlled

bridge crane, as simulated by the XR® 6100 gantry robot, is feasible. Tests

with the i_RSAS robot have shown that a simply suspended object can be

transported approximately 15 ft in 2 s with a residual oscillation of less

than 0.I degrees. Such movements not only greatly reduce the time for

material transport, but also allow for obstacle avoidance because the

suspended payload is not swinging.

The RRSAS project has identified many cask design features that signifi-

cantly impact the feasibility of robotic cask handling, e.g,, clearances for

overhead approach, high-contrast unique visual reference points, and provi-

sions for lifting points directly over the object's center of gravity to=

allow swing-fr_e transport (Griesmeyer and Thunborg, 1988). Of particular

importance are cask designs that can be efficiently represented and modeled

by a computer. The RRSAS is strongly model-driven because it must operate

in an unstructured emviro_nent, select random cask swipe locations, and
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Table 3-I

RRSAS Operation Times

Process Time Required (min)

System Initialization i I0

Visual Location of Cask 1 25

Read Bar Code I 00

Radiation Survey(Beta/Gamma) 2 60 On-Line
Operations

_,V Data Processlng/Display 0 75

Take Contamination Swipes (40) 23 40

Load Swipe Reader 0 75

Total Radiation Survey Time 29 75

Read Swipes and Display Results Off-Line Operation of
Variable Duration

determine the appropriate robot movement for executing swiping operations

based on a CAD model of the cask. In addition, the RRSAS must efficiently

respond to sensor inputs, not only to directly control robot movements such

as force-controlled swiping, but to detect and respond to error situations.

Cask designs based on simple geometric shapes greatly simplify computer

modeling and the model used for controlling robot actions. In addition,

design symmetry greatly facilitates both modeling and subsequent reasoning
processes.
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS

4.1 Technical Achievements

The RRSAS was successfully completed in August 1987 and is currently

operational. Over 200 demonstrations have been performed since that date.

The RRS_S achieves fairly high reliability (for a laboratory system) by using

models of the robot and its environment to automatically program the needed,

robot trajectories without human intervention. This significantly reduces

the potential for human error. In addition, should an error occur, the

model-based controller can frequently recognize the error situation and

recover automatically. Integration of such error recovery strategies into

the knowledge base of the robotic system significantly increases the system

success. A common error, for example, is misinterpretation of shadows by the

computer vision system for visual reference features during the cask location

operation. However, since the computer model directing the robot incor-

porates knowledge of the visual reference features, an error is typically

detected and the robot system automatically reevaluates the visual reference

feature from a slightly different vantage point to overcome the effects of

the shadows. Automatic programming of robot trajectories from models also

allows swiping of randomly selected locations on the cask's surface. Without

automatic model-based programming of the robot's movements, swiping of
randomly selected cask surface locations would not be possible.

The incorporation of force control into the robotic system allows con-

trolled interavtions of the robot with its environment, even in the presence

of errors in the models. Force control is essentially a perturbation on the

trajectories automatically determined from the models. Force control essen-

tially corrects for slight differences between the real world and the models

of the robot and its environment. High-speed force control allows contact

swiping of the cask quicker than can be accomplished hands-on by an operator.

The reliability of the swipe data is higher than manually achieved data

because eachswipe operation is identical to ali other swipe processes.

Incorporation of computer vision into the RRSAS allows automatic loca-

tion of objects, e.g., a nuclear waste shipping cask, within the workspace of
the robot. This eliminates the need for expensive fixturing devices and

allows a single robot system to deal with many different cask designs.

Essentially, the computer vision system is used to update the model of the

workspace environment which forms the basis for robot trajectories.

Finally, the model-based control philosophy incorporated in the RRSAS

also allows swing-free transport of suspended objects, such as bridge crane

transport of casks and cask components° In this case, models of object

oscillatory behavior are used to determine acceleration profiles which trans-

port simply suspended objects without residual oscillation. Such model-based

control strategies greatly reduce the tim_ required for materials transporta-
tion operations.
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4,2 Feasibility of Using Integrated Rob0ti¢ Systems for HLW Shipping Cask
Operations

While the RRSAS project concentrates mainly on survey-type task per-

formance, the successful integration of diverse components required to

accomplish those tasks convincingly demonstrates that all perceived cask-

handling operations can be accomplished using a total robotic system. In
particular, the success of a model-based control approach in RRSAS operations

provides a necessary alternative to both traditional remote-handling methods,

based on master/slave manipulation, and man-in-the-loop automated concepts,

based on repetitious teach operations. As noted previously, current commer-

cially available robot control technology is restricted to repetitious move-

ments among previously taught locations. Teaching, the most common mode of

robot programming , involves manually moving the robot manipulator's end point

to a location in the environment and storing that position in the robot's

computer memory. With restricted personnel access to the robot workspace and

the need to deal with off-normal conditions, this manual approach to robot

programming is difficult. Thus, robot =ystem control must be accomplished

using a supervisory computer and models of the robot and its environment.

Significant progress in model-based supervisory control has been demonstrated

by the RRSAS.

4.3 Cask and Handling System Design Implications

Via RRSAS evaluations, Griesmeyer has thoroughly documented what has

been determined to date regarding the impact of cask design features on

robotic handling capabilities (Griesmeyer and Thunborg, 1988). Some of the
major points are summarized here for completeness.

Critical to the success of model-based supervisory control is the
computer model of the robot's world. This model allows the supervisory com-

puter to interpret sensory data and automatically direct robot motions based

on this sensory information. Simple cask geometries greatly facilitate task

planning and supervisory control. Thus, cask designs should employ geome-

triesthat are as simple as possible, without compromising cask func-

tionality. The RRSAS swipe operation depends on model-based control of a

commercial robot and a single sensor (force). This technical approach,

combined with a simple cask geometry, has allowed the RRSAS to perform a wide

range of contact-based manipulation tasks not previously demonstrated such as

mechanical assembly and radiological swiping. In fact, the radiological

swiping operations can likely be performed faster robotically than manually.

Simplified cask geometry will also allow easier manual swipe operations.

Given the restrictive capabilities of currently available robotic

systems, design of the robot's work environment is extremely important to the

success of applying robotic systems to remote-handling tasks. Experience
with the RRSAS indicates that modest design changes that do not change the

functionality of major cask components can significantly affect the ability
te robotically execute various cask operations. Symmetries and alignment

tapers for self-guiding assembly, which reduce requirements both for accurate

alignment of components and the complexity of robot control algorithms, can

reduce the time for such robotic operations by up to two orders of magnitude

over designs without these features.
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Other limitations of current robotic systems exist but are expected to

be overcome in the near future, While not yet commercially available,

sensor-based controls exist. Force-control capabilities have been demon-

strated with the RRSAS, but the vision system is still limited to location

tasks only (i,e., vision servo control has not been demonstrated),

Limited degrees of freedom and the need for special end effectors, or

tools to perform various tasks, require that clearances be provided on a cask

for the approach of the often bulky end effector and changer mechanism,

Straight-line approaches should be usad. The expense of robotic systems

provides incentive to employ only one multlfunction robot in a given work-

space. Overhead gantry robots are likely candidates and, thus, clearances

for stralght-line overhead approaches are desirable.

Other design features could limit RRSAS survey operations. Obstructions

could interfere with radiation and visual scans of the cask and transporter

exterior surfaces. Uneven surfaces and recesses are difficult to access in a

robotic swiping operation. All component surfaces should be comprised of

simple, mathematically definable shapes.

Many more specific cask design implications based on RRSAS experience

with other operations are summarized by Grlesmeyer and Thunborg (1988).

Griesmeyer and Thunborg concluded that cask interface design and operational

features can be defined to facilitate robotic cask handling with minimal

impact on a cask's functional requirements.

4.4 Transportation System I_paGts

Operations with the RRSAS clearly illustrate that robotic handling of

nuclear waste shipping casks at receiving facilities will significantly

reduce occupational exposures. The experience gained from the development

and operation of the system has been used to evaluate an automated handling

system alternative to the postulated reference system of the ALARA analysis

(Schneider et al., 1987). Conceptual details of the system have been

developed by a team of SNL and Westinghouse Hanford Company personnel based

on both RRSAS operations and earlier proof-of-principle experience (Berger

et al., 1986). Two cases have been considered: a totally remote system and

a partially remote system; neither optimized for remote operations.

The resulting integrated dose to cask-handling workers at a repository

has been estimated to be reduced from 418 person-rem/yr for the postulated

reference system to 5 person-rem/yr for the totally remote automated system.

With an estimated total crew of 80 people, the average dose to individual

workers in the totally remote system would be approximately 60 person-

mrem/yr, well within ALARA guidelines.

Estimates of the operational times for this alternative have indicated

that remote operations should not take longer than manual operations. In the

ALARA comparison, the operational and turnaround times for the automated-

handling concept are estimated to be equal to the postulated reference case.

More recent experience with the RRSAS indlcates that the time estimates used

in the ALARA analysis for swipe surveys and moving large objects could be

further reduced with a corresponding reduction in turnaround times. Changes
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in operational times of the remote automated alternative, however, would only

slightly impact the dose to workers since workers would not be near the

casks, but rather would be located in control rooms with low background dose

rates, Therefore, operational times for alternative remote automated-

handling concepts are not of major importance to doses received by workers,

However, changes in operational times could have important effects on system

costs. Regardless of time considerations, the automated concept has been

found to be the only alternative that could decrease the annual doses to

repository workers to the level desired by DOE design objectives.

The costs of using robotics in the repository cask-handling system have

also been estimated for the ALARA analysis (Schneider et al., 1987), The

capital cost for the totally remote system is estimated to be nearly $19

million (1987). Using a totally remote automated system at the receiving and

handling facility would result in an estimated staff reduction of 31 persons

by reducing requirements for operators, maintenance-craftsmen, quality con-

trol persons, crane operators, and radiation monitors. Reducing the repos_

tory labor force by the above amount would result in an estimated labor co_t

decrease of $1.3 million per year.

As noted, the original handling times estimated for the advanced remote

concept of the ALARA analysis are of the same range as the postulated manual

operational reference case. Optimization of the facility for robotic opera-

tions would reduce those times considerably (Yount and Berger, 1984). Also,

more recent RRSAS experience indicates the time required for many cask opera-

tions could be reduced by another factor of two or more below that required

for manual operations. This could result in a reduction in the number of

handling bays at a repository, as well as a possible reduction in the number

of individual casks in the system due to the reduced turnaround time require-

ments. Thus, a fully optimized robotic system could achieve a benefit-

benefit situation; dose reduction with cost savings.

As noted, minor design modifications significantly impact the feasibil-

ity of robotic cask handling. The design process becomes one of attention to

detail rather than radical alteration of concepts (Griesmeyer and Thunborg,

1988). Handling simplicity also results in designs more easily handled

during manual operations, and thus lower exposures at repository facilities.

Operations reliability and quality are also significantly improved since

all procedures are conducted in a prescriptive, software-directed manner.

Quality assurance is provided by a continuously updated data base that deter-

mines when an operation is completed by comparing feedback data to limits.

This improved quality will result in significant reductions in error proba-

bilities commonly dominated by human error rates on the order of 10 .3 to 10 -5

per task (Sanders et al., 1987).

In summary, experience gained from the development and operation of the

RRSAS provides proof of the technical feasibility of a fully robotic cask-

handling concept. Little design impact on transport casks is required for

most operations, Exposure levels of repository operations can be reduced

significantly with improvements in processing rates, task reliability,

quality and verifiability, and general occupational safety. These benefits

could occur with cost savings, re:_ulting in a benefit-benefit situation.
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APPENDIX A

FORCE SERVO CONTROL OF A COMMERCIAL GANTRY ROBOT*

Ben J. Petterson
and

James F. Jones

Sandia National Laboratories**

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

ABSTRACT

Sandia National Laboratories is investigating robotic handling of spent

nuclear fuel shipping casks for proposed geologic waste repositories.

Robotic handling will impact not only transportation cask design, but also

the overall design of the waste repository. A goal of robotic handling is
the reduction of personnel radiation exposure. One of the major technology

development areas has been the integration of sensors into the robot control

system to all.ow operation in semistructured environments. In particular, a

muitiaxis force sensor is used to make robot trajectory corrections based on

the contact forces between the robot and cask. Th_s force feedback system

allows contact swipes (smears) to be made on the cask .urface in a safe,

repeatable manner.

*Paper presented at Robots 12/Vision '88 Conference, sponsored by the

Society of Manufacturing Engineers, Detroit, Michigan, June 6-9, 1988,

**Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy at Sandia National
Laboratories under Contract DE-ACO4-76DP00789.
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INTRODUCTION

As part of a project to investigate the impact of robotic handling on
the design of nuclear waste shipping casks, Sandia National Laboratories

(SNL) is developing a force-controlled robotic system to perform radiation

surveys of nuclear waste shipping casks (Thunborg, 1987), This appendix

discusses the approach to the force-control problem and Implementation of a

force-controlled robotic system, The approach to force control includes not

only theoretical considerations, such as control algorithms and control space

partitioning, but also semiempirical considerations, such as system com-

pliance and servo gain determination. Finally, results obtained with the

initial and improved implemented robotic system at SNL are reviewed,

Recent work has demonstrated that force feedback can allow a commercial

robot to work in semistructured environments (Starr, 1986; Thunborg, 1986;

Petterson arld Jones, 1987), The objectives of the work described here are to

determine if robotic radiation and contamination surveys of nuclear waste
shipping casks in semistructured enviromnents are feasible, and to evaluate

the impact of robotic handling on the design of these shipping casks.

Robotic execution of cask surveys offers distinct advantages over manual
execution of these tasks, These advantages include reduced human radiation

exposure (DOT, 1984), high repeatability of radiation survey procedures

(Westinghouse Hanford Company, 1986), and accurate correlation of radiation

survey data with sample locations on the cask surface, In short, for a

robotic survey to be feasible, the robot must accurately collect data while

maintaining safe, reliable operation, and must produce process flows

consistent with the desired facility throughputs.

APPROACH TO FORCE CONTROL

Commercial robots typically provide only position control and no force

control. Thus, an existing robot controller must either be replaced or

modified to provide force control for a commercial robot. SNL's approach was

to modify a CIMCORP XR®* 6100 gantry robot controller to provide hybrid
force/position control by developing a force-control loop around the

positlon-control loop of the existing controller.

The posltion-control servo loop used in the XR®6100 controller is shown

in Figure A-I. The servo loop consists of a proportional/differential con-

troller where the position error, Xe, is used to generate the error signal

that drives the robot arm to the desired position, Xd (Craig, 1986). The

robot's velocity, X, is monitored to provide damping for stable operation.

As with most commercial robots, the control system for the XR® 6100 control-

ler is significantly overdamped to prevent position overshoot.

Figure A-2 shows the force-control strategy developed for this work.

The contact force between the robot and the workpiece is measured by a force
transducer mounted between the wrist of the robot arm and the end effector.

The contact force, F, and its derivative, F, are the feedback parameters

supplied to the proportional/differential force-control loop as shown. The

force error Fe (Fe - F - Fd, where Fd is the desired contact force) generates

*XR®is a registered trademark of CIMCORP Inc.
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an _rrot _ signal to drive the force error to z_c,'o, 'i'hc_ rate of chang_J of the
contact fo_,_¢.,e,F, is u_ed as a damping function, Sens_:_dforoes are typlca11,y

noisy, and differentiation for control purposel._ is usually ill-advised

(Craig, 1986), However, the slow response of ithe large electrom_ehanical

system used in this work effectively filters tlhe force sensor noisc_,

Because t'herobotSs position oontroll,er provides the driving signal to

t,he robot, a position =ommand must be generated by the force-_ontrol loop,
Thus, the damped force error is multiplied by ia stiffness matrix, S, whie.h

, relates force to :[noremental displacement using the spring rate of the robot

system (Salisbury, 1980), The resulting incremental displacement is communi-
c'ated to the robot position controller and added to Xd to generate a new

desired robot position, The robot's position icontro],ler then drives the
robot to this new, desired position,

Due to the large spring rates (high stiffness) of most industrial robot

manipulators, passive compliance must typle_.iIv be added to the system to
provide stable fores control, The added _Compliance must be compatlble with

the robot's position-control characteristics, If the robotes finest resolu-

tion move results in large force variations due to excessive system stiff-
ness, stable control will be difficult to achieve, However, if excessive

compliance is added to the system, small changes in force will require large

robot movements, making the system appear overdamped and upresponsive, Thus,

the tradeoff is to reduce the robot system stiffness, which increases system

damping, while maximizing system responsiveness to allow hJ.gh-resolution

force control, In addition, any compliance added to the robot system should

be as close to the point of applied force as possible, Tools, or end effec-

tore, mounted onto a complian!: device may sag, inducing teel positioning
errors,

Hybrid force/position control is accomplished by partitioning the

robot's control space into force and position subspaces to simultaneously

satisfy force and position constraints (Raibert and Craig, 1981), The

strategy is to control selected robot degrees of freedom by force control,

while using position control for others, In terms of Figure A-2, the

stiffness matrix, S, is a diagonal matrix in robot teel coordinates, wlth

zeros everywhere but the degrees of freedom under force control, Force-

controlled robot trajectories are generated by summing the incremental

position updates, Xi, derived from the stiffness matrix, with the position

commands defining the desired robot motion along the surface, This allows

the robot to follow the contour of a surface while maintaining a proscribed
force normal to the surface,

Finally, the control of any robot must b_._tuned to the characteristics

of that particular robot, As discussed above, most commercial robot position

controllers are s'l,gnlficantly overdamped to eliminate position overshoot,

However, force control is best implemented in a slightly underdamped

posltion-control environment to provide fast response to changes in force,

Thus, the values of kp and kv in Figure A-2 should vary d_pending on whether
that particular degree of freedom is forcl_ or position controlled,
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FORCE CONTROL IMPLEMENTATION

The hybrld force-control system discussed above is implenlent:od on a
CIMCORP XR(_ 6],00 robot at SNL, The XR® 61,00 system consists of a 2,045-kg

(4,500-Ib) gantry manipulator and a digital slx.,axi,srobot controller, Force
control using the XR_"_6100 robot requires that three additional components be
added to the standard robot: a force transducer_ to monitor contact forces;

, a foree-e.ontrol computer, to perform forcB.eoi_trol loop calculations; and a

CIMCORP llne tracker, to allow high-speed comrl_unl.cationwith the robot
controller,

The force transducer is a JR3 force/torque sensor capable of converting

forces along three orthogonal axes and the corresponding moments° The JR3

has an analog-to-dlgital converter and a microprocessor that convert the

force and torque signals to digital readings and transmit the readings to the

force-control computer,

The force-control computer is a Digital Equipment Corporation LSI-II/73®

that executes the RT-II®* real-time operating system, As indicated in

Figure A-2_ the force-control computer monitors the force sensor, computes

required position updates using the proportional/differential force-control

algorithm, and communicates these updates to the llne tracker, The line

tracker provides the interrupt-driven com ilunieation for trajectory updates

from the force-control computer to the robot position controller,

In addition to the force sensor and computing hardware, passive

compliance has been added to the robot arm, Experiments with the XR® 6100

robot arm have revealed spring rates of 53,000 to 120,000 N/m (300 to

700 Ib/in,) depending on the arm configuration, The small.est commendable

position change of the XR® 6100 is 0,025 mm (0,001 in,), This position

change would result in a minimum change in force of 1,3 to 3,1 N (0,3 to

0,7 lh), depending on arm configuration, Because the goal of this arm

modification is to control the applied force to within ±4 N (+I lh) of the

I8-N (4-1b) specified force during the swiping process, compli.ance is added

to the robot system to improve system stability,

A 2,4-mm (3/32-in,) foam pad has been placed between the contact swipe

and the robot end effector, reducing the effective spring rate to about

21,900 N/m (125 lh/in,), This decreased spring rate yields the desired force

resolution while maintaining robot responsiveness,

___ftware

The force-control computer (Figure A-2) receives task information from a

supervisory computer (Thunborg, 1987), This information includes controller

gains (kp, kf), applied force magnitude (Fd) and direction, and lateral swipe
distance and direction, The force..control algorithm is then implemented on.

*LSI-II/73_ and RT-II® are registered trademarks of Digltal Equipment

Corporation,
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the LSl.l!j73®computer as indicated in Figure A-2, In addition, the
LSl-ll,/73_provides interrupt_drlven eommunieatlons to the robot position

controller through the line tracker,

The JR3 force sensor colmnunlcates dlgita], force data ser,lally to the

force-control computer, After the force-control computer receives a complete

data set, the data are stored for use by the force-control algorithm,

Co_n_tnication from the force controller to the robot position controller

is through the line tracker, The line tracker issues a synchronizing pulse

to the force-control computer every 47 ms, After receiving a pulse, the

force-control computer transmits a position update to the line tracker and

then computes the next robot position update using the proportional/

differential force-control algorithm with the most recent force data set,
After the next position update is calculated, the force-control computer

waits for the synchronizing pulse from the line tracker before beginning the

cycle again,

Synchronization and Ti_ing

Force control must yield smooth, repeatable, and responsive motion of

the robot arm to minimize force overshoots, Synchronizing the force-control

routine with the update rate of the robot controller helps ensure s_nooth,

repeatable, and responsive motion of the robot arm by allow_ng consistent

experiments to accurately determine the force eontroller°s parameters, In

addition, the delay between changes in contact force and robot arm response

must be minimized for responsive and stable force feedback control,

Reducing the delay between application of the force and the robot a_m

response is difficult because a large part of this delay occurs within the

commercial hardware and software, In the initial implementation of force

control on the XR® 6100 system, the time delay between force application and

robot response is about 0,5 s, Approximately 0,22 s of this delay is due to
the electronics between the force transducer and the robot servos

(Table A-I), while about 0,28 s of the delay is due to the electromechanical

system response.

Table A-I shows the minimum delays found betwec_ the force transducer

and the robot servos, Asynchronous operation of several of the components

can introduce additional delays totaling i0 to 20 ms, The potential

improvements listed in Table A-I show the minimum delays obtainable without
major system redesign for each component,

A significant delay results from a 16-Hz, fourth-order Butterworth

filter used in the JR3 force amplifier (Step i), The filter causes a phase

shift in the force signal that delays the analog data by 40 ms, This delay

can be reduced to 4 ms by using a 163-Hz filter supplied by JR3. Step 2, the

analog-to-digital conversion of the force signal, takes 2 ms,

As initially set up, the JR3 samples the force signal every I0 ms

(Step 3), This lO-ms delay can be reduced to 4 ms by requesting a faster

sampling rate, But, because the JR3es force sampling runs asynchronously to
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Table A- I

Electronic Delays Between Force Transduce_ and Robot Servos

Shortest Delay .
Unmodified Potential Component

Equipment Delay and Process

Step (ms) (ms) Causing Delay

i 40 4 (JR3) Butterworth Filter

2 2 2 (JR3) Force A/D

3 I0 4 (JR3) Update Rate

4 20 0.5 (JR3) Buffer

5 ii 5.5 (JR3) Serial Communication

6 0 0 (LSI) Data Age

7 3 3 (LSI) Calculations

8 43.875 i0 (LSI) Synchronization

9 12 12 (LSI) Serial Communication

i0 81.75 23.4375 (Traj) Internal Computations

Totals 223.625 64.4375

the rest of the system, the actual delay due to force sampling could be twice

that r_ported in Table A-l, if data were requested by the JR3 buffer just

after the start of sampling, rather than just after sampling completion.

l_e data buffer in the JR3 produces a significant delay as well

(Step 4). The JR3 has a first-in, first-out buffer that stores a minimum of

20 bytes of force information. At 9,600 baud, the time required for force

data to pass through the buffer is 20 ms. Reducing the buffer size to i byte

and increasing the baud rate to 19,200, reduces the buffer delay to 0:5 ms.

Also, increasing the baud rate to 19,200 reduces the time required to

transmit one force data set (II bytes) to the force control computer from II

to 5.5 ms (Step 5).

Step 6 indicates that the force-control computer will always use data

that is zero ms old; however, zero ms is a minimum delay. If the force

computer begins its calculations before it receives a complete data set from

the force sensor, the computer will use the previous data set received from

the sensor. Depending on when the force computer begins its computations

during the force data set transmission, the force computer may be using data

that is up toll ms old (5.5 ms in the improved case).

Computation of a position update using the force-control algorithm on

the force-control computer takes 3 ms (Step 7). However, a 44-ms delay is

introduced while the force computer waits for the synchronizing pulse from

the line tracker to begin transmitting the position update (Step 8). With a

better synchronization scheme between the force computer and the line

tracker, the 44-ms delay could be reduced to an estimated i0 ms. Finally,
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the serial communication of the position update to the line tracker takes an

average of approxi=ately 12 ms (Step 9).

Once the line tracker receives the position update, the robot position

controller takes approximately 82 ms to compute the appropriate motor drive

signals (Step I0). CIMCORP is investigating changes to their controller that

could reducethis delay to approximately 24 ms.

In addition to the improvements in digital implementation, increasing

, the servo gain (Figure A-l) reduces the time constant of the electro-.

mechanical system by approximately 60 ms. Also, the JR3 offers a parallel

communications option that could potentially eliminate nearly ali delays

associated with Steps 4, 5, and 6. Ultimately, CIMCORP may be able to

synchronize ali processes in Step I0 to eliminate approximately an additional
12 ms.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure A-3 shows the forces developed during a typical swiping opera-

tion. _e goal is to move I0 cm (4 in.) along the cask surface while

maintaining 18 ± 4 N (4 ± 1 lh) normal contact force.

The solid line in Figure A-3 shows the forces generated using the

initial implementation (see the Synchronization and Timing Section). The

maximum applied force is 39 N (8.8 Ib). Stable force control is established

after approximately 1 s, after which the hybrid controller executes the

required robot lateral movement to generate the swipe trajectoly while main -_

talning the specified normal force. From time of initial contact, total

swipe execution requires approximately 5 s.

Figure A-3 also displays system compliance characteristics. Immediately

after contact (zero s), the force curve shows significant curvature due to

the compliance of the foam pad in the swipe tool. As the applied force

increases beyond 18 N (4 Ib), the slope of the force curve steepens signifi-

cantly due to compaction of the foam pad. This increase in the force curve

slope represents transition of system compliance from the foam pad to the

robot arm. Notice that the added system compliance provides near-optimum

compliance for force control at the 18-N (4-1b) level.

To improve the response of the system, the position controller gain, kp,
in Figure A-I can be increased in the CIMCORP controller. Also, to quickly

achieve the desired contact force with minimum force overshoot, a semi-

empirical strategy for damping robot motion, termed jumpback, is implemented.

Due to the overdamped nature of the robot position controller, the robot

requires approximately i s to complete a move on the order of I to I00 mm.

Thus, if immediately after contact the robot is commanded to stop, the robot

remains in motion for a full second until the last commanded move is fully

executed. To cancel this residual robot movement, the robot is issued a new

position command 1.5 mm, or approximately half the thickness of the foam pad,

back from the previously commanded position. This new position goal creates

a smaller position error, Xe, in Figure A-2, which slows the arm's movement.

The force controller then servo controls the robot to the desired contact

force.
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Robot controller delays can also be observed at the start of the swipe

trajectory. Although the command to initiate lateral robot movement is

issued by the hybrid controller approximately 0.75 s after initial oontact,

lateral movement does not actually begin until approximately 0.28 s lat_r.

The dotted curve in Figure A-3 shows an improved force-control implemen-

tation. By reducing the controller delays associated with Steps i through 5,
as shown in Table A-l, the force overshoot is reduced to 31 N (7.1 ib) and

stable force control is established sooner. Therefore, if the remainder of

the delays could be reduced, as noted in Table A-l, it is reasonable to

assume that further improvement could be obtained.

CONCLUSIONS

Hybrid force/position control can be implemented using commercially

available robot controllers through the addition of a force-control loop

aroulld the existing position-control loop. The addition of hybrid force/

position control greatly increases the utility of commercial robots by

allowing them to make controlled contact with objects in their environment,

and to perform force-directed manipulations, such as swiping the cask

surface, lt is possible to perform contact swipe operations consistently

maintaining 18 ± 4 N (4 ± Iib) using a standard robot arm Weighing 2,045 kg

(4,500 ib) by employing the hybrid force/position technology developed in

this project.

For a given mechanical system, the hybrid force/position controller

response is directly related to the responsiveness of the system electronics.

Currently, commercially available equipment can cause long delays, from the

. time initial contact occurs to the time the robot arm begins to react to the

contact. These delays are typically due to largebuffer sizes in asyn-
chronous communications, asynchronous component operation, slow update rates

of synchronous components, and overdamped position control of commercial

robot systems. By reducing these delays, improved performance of force-

directed tasks is obtainable. SNL is working with CIMCORP and JR3 to develop

more responsive systems to allow more effective force control.

Robotic contact contamination surveys are feasible, and the time it

takes to execute such surveys appears to be competitive with human perform-

ance. In addition, superior data collection, storage, reduction and presen-

tation, and correlation between radiation survey data and sample location on

the cask surface can be obtained using computer-based systems.

Hybrid force/position control partitions the robot control space into

force- and position-control subspaces. This requires knowledge of the cask

geometry for efficient control, particularly with overdamped robotic systems.

If the surface geometry is not well known, and the commanded tangential move

results in either breaking contact with the surface or pushing the robot

strongly into the cask surface, the force-control subsystem will create large

variations in applied force, The net result will be inconsistent force

application during the swiping process and a much slower swiping process.

Thus, smooth, well-defined surfaces that lend themselves easily to computer

modeling greatly facilitate force-controlled robotic processes.

I
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APPENDIX B

COMPUTER VISION FOR SHIPPING CASK LOCATION

Larry P° Ray
Sandia National Laboratories

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

ABSTRACT

This appendix discusses a robot vision system developed to locate shipping

casks. The system uses arm-mounted stereo cameras for close-up views of

handling lugs, or trunnions, ' on the cask, enabling location of an 8-ft-long

cask model to within 0.2 in. The system operates with ambient light,

accommodating wide variations, lt also detects and attempts to recover
from error conditions.
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INTRODUCTION

The Remote Radiation Survey and Analysis System (RRSAS) project at

Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) is intended to examine the impact of

robotic handling on nuclear waste shipping cask design (Thunborg, 1988),

Since the casks would be delivered by truck or rail and since they are
quite massive (20 to 125 tons), it is not feasible to position them with

great accuracy at delivery, The robot vision system described in this
appendix determines the position of a prototype shipping cask to within 0,2

in.,,ailowing subsequent robotic handling. The cask model is roughly
cylindrical and measures approximately 8 ft long and 30 in. in diameter,

approximately one-half the size of a full-scale truck shipping container.

TASK DESCRIPTION

The robot used for cask operations is a CIMCORP XR®* 6100 six-degree-

of-freedom gantry robot (Figure B-l). The cask location is specified by
determining the three-dimensional position in the robot's base coordinate

system of each of three handling lugs or simulated trunnions on the cask,

Since the lugs are not colinear, their locations uniquely define the cask

position. To make the lugs readily identifiable, they have been painted
flat black fer high contrast with the white exterior of the container. The

center of each lug is to be located within 0,25 in.; location accuracy

should not degrade for full-scale containers, It is assumed that the

vehicle carrying the cask has been parked within 18 in, of a specified
nominal position. Skylights in the demonstration facility result in wide

variation in the ambient lighting; the vision system should accommodate
this variation as much as possible to minimize special lighting

requirements. Based on the required throughput, approximately 2 min are
available for the location operation.

RRSAS VISION SYSTEM

The RRSAS vision system uses two Sony XC-37 charge-coupled-device (CCD)

RS-170 video cameras mounted on the robot arm at a position allowing four

degrees of freedom: three degrees of translation and one degree of

rotation. The camera resolution is 384 pixels horizontal and 480 pixels

vertical. The cameras are mounted for stereo viewing, with a baseline of

24 in. This conflguratlon allows close-up views of lugs and rotation to

view lugs on both sides of the cask. The rotation also allows a particular

lug to be viewed from many positions.

Using cameras mounted in fixed positions, rather than on the robot, has

also been considered. If such cameras viewed the emtire workspace, better

than half-pixel accuracy would be required for the lug location in the

image, and the lugs would be only about 8 pixels across--an undesirably
small target. In addition, the larger field of view required for full-

scale casks would have reduced location accuracy. Alternatively, fixed
cameras could have viewed the Smaller area of interest, the area where the

lug is expected to appear, using one pair of cameras for each lug. This

would have given a similar field of view to that presently in use.

*XR® is a registered trademark of CIMCORP Inc,
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However, the arm-mounted cameras a_e preferred due to their greater

flexibility, The arm-mount position enables easier view position selection

and facilitates modifications, such as locating additional lugs or

averaging multiple-lug views, In addition, the movable cameras more

readily support future vision tasks, The ability to change view posltim,s

is useful in the error recovery procedure,

Another configuration considered has been a single, arm-mounted camera

moved by the robot for stereo views, This configuration has been rejected
because robot position errors would not simply add an offset to the

measured lug position, but Would affect the stereo baseline, leading to
much larger errors,

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

iFigure B-2 shows an overview of the vision system, The RRSAS vision

process requires coordinated activity by the robot and an image-processing

subsystem in response to commands from the RRSAS supervisory program, The

main vision program runs on the host computer, a Sun Microsystems 3/160,

This program, the vision server, provides computer vision services for the

RRSAS supervisory program, or the client, The server accepts colnmands from

the client and directs the image-processing computer and robot operations,

The vision server can control the position of the robot with requests to

the RRSAS supervisory program, Image-processing operations are performed

by a Machine Vision, Inc, Genesis 4000 computer vision system (MVI, 1986),
This unit, called, an Image Flow Computer (IFC), serves as a vision

peripheral to the host computer; communication is via RS-232 lines, The

IFC is programmable in the C language, so, in principle, any algorithms can

be implemented. However, in practice, only operations supported by

specialized hardware run at acceptable speeds for RRSAS purposes, These

include both binary and gray scale morphological operations (dilations and

erosions), thresholding, and simple arithmetic (Serra, 1982).

CASK LOCATION

When commanded to locate the shipping cask, the vision system moves the

robot arm to a positio_l allowing both cameras to view the nominal position

of the first handling lug with a 40-in, field of view. The system then

acquires images from both left and right cameras, Each image is processed

to determine, if possible, the two-dimensional location in the image of the

target, the center of a dark area surrounded by a bright area, If the
target is successfully located in both images, previously determined camera

calibration coefficients are used in a triangulation process to find the

three-dimensional coordinates of the lug center in the robot base

coordinate system, If the lug center is not successfully located in both

images, an error recovery procedure is invoked, The position of each of

the three lugs is found in this way. If checks on the lug locations are

satisfactory, the three lug positions are sent to the client program with a
status code indicating successful location (see the Error Detection and

Recovery section below).
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CALl BRATI ON

Th_ calibration pro_ess germratea the ooeiTf:l,olerits relating two-

dlilienslonal image locations to three-dimonaiorlal locations in rflc,world,

C]allbration requl,res a series of data sets; e_ich data sot consists of the

three-dilliensiorialcoordinates of a point and th_ poa'l.t:l,on of the point in

tlm left arid right camera images, A lug, 1,ik_,those on tile cask, :l,s

mounted on a white wall to serve as a calibrat:ion target, During

oa],ibratlon, the vision systc_lllmoves the robot.,to a start position at wlfl.ch

the target is approximately centered in both _allleraiiliages, The system
then moves the arm to a serles of posltion_ displaced fi._omthe stai,'t

position by varying distances in x, y, and z, (The fourth degree of

freedom, theta, is not e×erc'/,sed,) At each position, the vision system

acquires a pair of images and locates the lug center in each image, The

coordinates of the lug center at each position are the x, y, and z
displacements in robot base coordinates, from the center of joint four,

which is the robot's elbow, to the lug center, The resulting data are
passed to the calibration routine, which finds the camera calibration

coefficients by performing a least-squares-error fit to a set of lineal:

equations containing the cal:[bration data,

The resulting frame of reference has its origin at joint four, rotates

with joint four, and is aligned with the robot base frame when joint four

is at the calibration position, Subsequent triangulation operations in the

IFC fl.nd the location of a point in this frame, The host computer

transforms points from the camera coordinate system l,nto the robot base
coordinate system,

IMAGE ACQUISITION AND TARGET LOCATION

Both cask location and cal'l.bratlon depend heavily on locating the lug

cen torin images, The following procedures are used I.o acquire images that

coinpensate for lighting variation and to isolat:e tile ].ug cerlt_r,

As part of the image acquisition process, the gain of the image

digitizer is adjusted so that the histogram of pixel irltensiti_s i_iwell

distributed over the possible range, In an iterative process, the system

acquires an image, examines the histogram, and modifies the digitizer gain

until, the acquired "l.mageis acceptable, After digitizer settings are

selected fur both cameras, images from each camera are acquired in quick

succession, Because the robot is slowly huntl.ng around a nonlinal position,
it is necessary to obtain the left and right camera images with nlinllnum

time difference to minimize the possible change l.n stereo baseline,

The first image processing step is to convert the gray scale inlage to a

binary image, A threshold is selected by processing a histogram of the

pixel intensity in the area of interest; e.onflning the processing to this

area eliminates tile background clutter above arid below the cask, The

handling lug is the darkest object in the area of interest; the image
histogram is bImodal, The process searches the hlstograln fur the iniriiiliuln
value between the interisitte_ corresponding to the lug and those for t lle
cask body, The lug group must include at least as many pixe_Is as the

mlnilllumexpected lug size, The image is birlarlzed with this tlireshold,
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The imago is also inverted, i,,_,,,dark pixels become foreground, since th(_

objoct of inter¢:istis dark,

The next processing step is Aug isolation from other foreground plxels,

A dilation operation fills in any small holes in the foreground groupings,

Then, an erosion operation eliminates groupings much smaller than the
expected lug size, Finally, another dilation returns any remaining groups

to their original size, Normally, only one group remains in the area of

interest, If this group is within acceptable size limits and its shape is

, approximately square, its center is identified as the lug _enter, If there

are no groups, or more than one of the right size a_Ld shape, the routine

reports a failure to locate the lug; this leads to attempted error

recovery,

ERROR DETECTION AND RECOVERY

The Pd_SAS vision system can detect several indications of error, If

the lug center is not successfully located in both images, the system moves

the robot slightly and repeats the image acquisition and analysis process,

If not successful after three tries, the system reports a failure to the

c_ient process, In the early phases of vision development, the system has

been occasionally confused by shadows on the cask body; often this shift in
viewing position has allowed the lug center to be located, The current

vision algorithms described above have eliminated the shadow problem,

In addition, each lug position is checked to conf_,rm that it lies

wlthin 18 in, of tl]enomi.nal position and within 3 in, of the nominal

height, As a further check, the distances between lugs are calculated to

ensure that they are approximately correct, These verification steps

minimize the probability that the robot will be directed to begin
operations in an incorrect location, Ho.,,ever,no automatic recovery is

attempted if lug locations are invalid,

RESULTS

The RRSAS vision system has been operational for approximately I yr and

has achieved the requirements identified in the Task Description section,

The system reliably locates the mock-up cask, determining the position of

each Aug within 0,2 in, Seventy-five percent of the locations are within

0,I in, No significant difference in performance is observable under

lighting variation, Time required for cask 'location is I min, 15 s, As a

result of the error detection procedures, the vision system has never

reported a successful cask location while returning an incorrect cask

location, With the current algorithms, the vision system has located the

cask 112 times; the only failures resulted from an image digitizer hardware
failure,

Over a lO-wk period, the cask has been left in one position to allow

evaluation of vision repeatability and stability, The system was not

recalibrated during this time, The resulting data are summarized in

Table B-I, Note that no variation in location accuracy is evident during

this time, A theodolite measuring system is used as an independent check

of vision accuracy; for each lug, the mean location, as measured by the

vision system, agrees with the theodolite measurement to within th_:
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Table B- i

Repeatability of Cask Location

X-Axis X.Axis Y-Axis Y.Axls Z-Axis Z-Axis

Lug Period Mean Std Dev Mean Std Dev Mean Std Dev

0 Ten Weeks -101,23 0,05 -8,02 0,07 -]8,89 0,05

First Week -101,22 0,05 -8°05 0,07 -1,8,89 0,04

Last Week -101,24 0,05 -7,99 0,07 -18,88 0,06

i Ten Weeks -41,31 0,04 -5,07 0,06 -19,06 0,04

First Week -41,31 0_05 -5,09 0,06 -19,06 0,03

Last Week -41,31 0,04 -5,04 0,05 -19,05 0,05

2 Ten Weeks -42,99_ 0,05 28,38 0,05 -19,22 0,04

First Week -43,00 0,03 28,38 0,07 -19,22 0,03

Last Week -43,01 0,03 28,37 0,05 -19,22 0,04

theodolite accuracy (0,i in,), Another check on the vision system's

relative accuracy is the distance between lugs, The actual distance

between Lug 0 and Lug i is 60 in,; the mean distance measured by the vision

system is 59,99 in,, with a standard deviation of 0,03 in,

After deciding to use arm-mounted cameras, there has been some concern
about the effects of arm motion and vibration, However, the results have

been favorable: camera calibration has be_n stable, and the CCD cameras

have shown no adverse effects from the vibration,
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APPENDIX C

SUPERVISORY CONTROL FOR A COMPLEX ROBOTIC SYSTEM*

David J. Miller

Sandia National Laboratories

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

ABSTRACT

The Robotic Radiation Survey and Analysis System (RRSAS) investigates the use

of advanced robotic technology for performing remote radiation surveys on

nuclear waste shipping casks. Robotic systems have the potential for

reducing personnel exposure to radiation and providing fast, reliable

throughput at future repository sites. A primary technology issue is the

integrated control of distributed, specialized hardware through a modular

supervisory software system. Automated programming of robot trajectories,

based on mathematical cask and robot models coupled with sensory feedback,

enable flexible operation of a commercial gantry robot with the reliability

needed to perform autonomous operations in a hazardous environment.

Complexity is managed using structured software engineering techniques,

resulting in the generation of reusable command primitives that contribute to

a software parts catalog for a generalized robot programming language.

*Paper presented at Robots 12/Vision t88 Conference, sponsored by the Society

of Manufacturing Engineers, Detroit, Michigan, June 6-9, 1988.

_
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INTRODUCTION

This appendix discusses the supervisory software environment of the

Robotic Radiation Survey and Analysis System (RRSAS). Of particular

importance is the development of software to support the automatic

programming of detailed robot trajectories based on models of the robot and
its environment. Sensors are used to correct for errors in the models.

Model-based robot control is critical for such application, since personnel

access to radiation enviror_ents for manual programming of robots will be

severely limited,

In the following sections, the problems associated with developing

complex software environments are explored, particularly as they relate to

the model-based control of robotic systems. The characteristics of quality

software and the goals and principles of software engineering that have been
used in the RRSAS development process are discussed. This is followed by a

description of the software design methodology and its application across ali

levels of programming, ranging from modeling of the shipping cask and

automatic programming of robot motions at the highest task level, to real-

time force control at the lowest robot level. Finally, it is shown that the

resulting implementation may be considered a paradigm for controlling any

complex robotic system.

Evolution of complex computing environments has led to hierarchical

distributed systems with multiple heterogeneous computers. These computers

execute specialized concurrent functions, often in real time, while

communicating with one another in a coordinated fashion. Such architectures

lend themse]ves to robotic systems containing diverse devices that must be

integrated with a manipulator to perform specific tasks._ The RRSAS is an

example of a hierarchical distributed computing system that addresses five

well-defined operations for handling nuclear waste shipping casks at

repository sites'

• Cask location using vision,

• Cask identification Using bar code labels,

• Video survey for mechanical damage,

• Geiger counter survey for beta/gamma radiation analysis, and

• Contact swipe survey at random cask surface locations for

alpha/beta/gamma radiation analysis.

A large 20-ft x 40-ft gantry robot performs these operations. Each operation

possesses a set of control requirements (Thunborg, 1987) that must be handled

by a supervisory computing system. The supervisory computer communicates

with specialized hardware, e.g., a robot con_roller, vision system, force

sensor, bar code reader, Geiger counter, and swipe reader. Communication

occurs by passing messages of command primitives to each system component.

Ali subsystem activity is initiated by thehost computer, which may

communicate with several devices simultaneously, thus providing a parallel
control architecture.

The technical challenge associated with developing a supervisory
software environment for the RRSAS results from the software, which is the

integrating agent for the system. Software complexity could not be avoided,

due to the innate complexity of the RRSAS environment and the requirement for
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model-based automatic control. Therefore, an approach that resulted in

controlled complexity was adopted, and high system reliability was achieved

through error detection and recovery. In addition, the hierarchical

modularized approach to the software architecture employed in this research

produces selected system-independent software modules reusable in other

robotics projects. Thls represents the beginning of a system-lndependent

library of software modules. One goal of robotic systems development at

Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) is the generation of a parts catalog for
robotic systems software to facilitate the development of future advanced

robotic systems. The supervisory software development associated with the
RRSAS contributes to that goal.

COMPLEXITY ISSUES FOR ROBOTIC SOFTWARE

The special nature of robotic systems presents unique, complex software
problems. First and foremost, robotics software must interact with a richer

variety of intelligent subsystems than most application environments, The

RRSAS configuration illustrates this with five different external devices,
including a vision system, bar code reader, Geiger counter, swipe reader, and

force sensor. This diversity poses difficulties for software development,

particularly when all of the subsystems must be integrated. New software is

usually needed for each piece of new hardware. Therefore, the software

designer must become intimately familiar with many different types of

hardware or treat them as black boxes, relying on proprietary vendor firmware
and documentation. If the firmware does not function as advertised, the

software designer must determine the true capabilities of each device and

compensate for poor hardware and inadequate firmware. Interfacing with other

incompatible subsystems requires a communications code that must handle

protocol and timing differences. Frequently, the software design cannot be

completed or implemented until the hardware is installed and physically

uetworked together. The software developer must first experiment with

uncertain device behaviors before committing to a design that has o'nly been
worked out on paper.

Another unique aspect of robotic systems is the physical interaction

between the robot and its environment to perform tasks no_mally done by

humans. This interaction requires that the software models the world in

which the robot exists to automatically program appropriate robot motions.

This model includes geometric and physical knowledge of the objects in the
robot's workspace, as well as a kinematic model of the robot itself. In the

RRSAS, a mathematical model of the shipping cask and a model that relates the

kinematics of the gantry robot to its approaches and to each cask surface are

critical in performing the random swipe survey.

Motion and grasp planning are key tasks of robotics software that

require a good world model. Generated plans must deal with issues such as

safety, stability, reachability, speed, accuracy, and joint limits.

Trajectories must be coordinated with knowledge of the environment to achieve

correct arm position and orientation while avoiding obstacles. Different

types of motion must also be handled. If a planned path has no known

obstacles, and the robot is not interacting with other objects, free motion

can be used to take the quickest and most direct route available toward the

destination. If the robot interacts with other objects, guarded motion that

Illd_ |)_ bLUW_ Oi U_LIi|LLLQU_U O_ 5LI_ U_Q¢m U m_[[_UL] _UU_ _IIU U
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facilitate proper contact with these objects, In the RRSAS, guarded motion

occurs during the contact swipe survey to move in and touch the shipping
cask. When a certain amount of force has been detected between the swipe and

the cask's surface, the motion is terminated, Finally, compliant motion is

used to swipe the cask's surface, This type of motion must conform with

forces encountered between the swipe and the cask to maintain constant

pressure on the surface, Using guarded and compliant motion implies the need

for real-time sensory information and feedback, These are dynamic aspects of

the world model, The software that controls such real-time physical

processes performed by the robot cannot be suspended and later resumed while

the computer is servicing other programs. Ali of these modeling issues

contribute to complexity when designing software for an integrated robotics

system.

A third aspect of robotic systems that contributes to software

complexity is the need for extensive error detection and recovery procedures.

When the system architecture contains many distributed components that

interact with one another, the number of different system states can be

large. The software design must anticipate these states and provide

appropriate responses to each. The strong interaction between the software

and the physical system it controls makes error recovery for robotic systems

difficult to implement, lt requires the ,lost current knowledge of the state_
of-the-world model, _ich must be dynamically updated during each robotic

operation. Error handling is particularly critical for applications like the

RRSAS, where the robot is performing remote surveys in a hazardous

environment. However, the quantity of code implemented to achieve high

reliability can equal or exceed the code that performs the actual system

tasks. Approximately 50 percent of the code in this module performs error

detection or recovery operations.

Aside from these unique aspects, robotic software design also inherits

the problems associated with any complex software system. Most systems are

initially poorly specified and, thus, the software must be designed for

extensibility, adaptability, and maintainability. Using operating system

software, e.g., a kernel, compiler, or window manager, to handle code

generation, computer resource and device management, graphics, or

communications may introduce errors that are difficult to find and work

around. Real-time control often demands special hardware and system software

support, which requires expertise in interrupt-driven programming and

assembly languages. User interfaces are time-cons_ning to implement and

require extensive coding to be flexible enough for ali levels of usage, yet

robust enough to prevent accidental or deliberate damage to the system.

Finally, the software designer must have a mechanism for dealing

directly with complexity. Designing and implementing thousands or possibly

millions of lines of code to solve complex problems requires intellectual and

physical capacities that exceed those of a single person, unless the solution

is broken down into manageable parts. A divide-and-conquer strategy is the

only way to successfully build a complex system. Software design

methodologies can provide a formal mechanism for implementing this strategy

and for ultimately controlling complexity.
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MANAGING COMPLEXITY

Designing the complex software environment needed to control the

numerous intelligent devices comprising the RRSAS has posed a challenge, The

concept of embedded intelligence has resulted in the development of many

systems whose distributed computing potentials have not been fully utilized,

because the resulting complexity has outgrown the ability to manage the

' system, This inability to develop software that effectively manages i

subsys£ems integration required to perform complex tasks is part of a dilemma

commonly referred to as the software crisis (Pressman, 1982). The

development of software tools has not kept pace with the development of

computer-driven hardware, making it difficult to cope with the diversity and

complexity of large-scale systems like the RRSAS.

A major requirement for the RRSAS is high reliability to prevent

personnel exposure to radiation in hazardous environments where such robotic

systems must perform. However, uncontrolled complexity results in

unreliability. To develop the complex yet reliable software system required

by the RRSAS, software development has been patterned after the development

of complex hardware systems, in which relatively simple components are

combined to achieve complex behavior and desired functionality. This enables

isolation of related functions, simplification of their interfaces, and

thorough testing of individual components. System complexity is ultimately

achieved through a linear combination of simple subsystems with verifiably
correct behavior.

Four primary software engineering principles are generally regarded as

critical to good design: modularity, locality, abstraction, and information

hiding (Pressman, 1982). Modularity refers to purposeful decomposition of

software into distinct elements that are integrated to satisfy problem

requirements. Modularity is the software attribute that allows a program to

be intellectually manageable. Locality is directly related to modularity in

that it determines the degree of module independence. Locality is defined as

achieving a high degree of independence by developing modules that perform

single-purpose functions and require minimal interaction with other modules.

Applying the principle of locality, therefore, results in modules with strong

internal cohesion and loose coupling.

The principles of abstraction and information hiding refer to extracting

essential propertieswhile omitting inessential details. In the context of

software development, abstraction and information hiding permit the software

designer to concentrate on a problem solution at one level of generalization

at a time while delaying consideration of lower-level details. Each step in

the software engineering process is a refinement in the level of abstraction

of the software structure. At the highest level, the software system

structure is described in broad terms, using the language of the problem

enviro_nent, At lower levels, a more procedural orientation to software

structure is taken, where problem-oriented descriptors are coupled with

implementatioD-oriented descriptors to define algorithmic solutions.

Finally, at the lowest levels, the software structure is described in the

direct implementation terms of data structures and programming language

primitives. Such stepwise refinement (further discussed below) is closely

aligned with modularity, because it results in a factored structure that

distributes levels of control and decision making into modules.
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Information hiding suggests that procedures and data contained within a
module should be _inaccessible to other modules that have no need for such

information, The term "hiding" implies that effective modularity can be

achieved by defining a set of independent modules that communicate only the

information necessary to achieve software function. Thus, abstraction helps
to define the procedural or informational entities that comprise the

software, and information hiding defines and enforces access constraints to
both procedural detail and local data structures contained in each module,

Numerous methodologies have been proposed (Pressman, 1982; Wirth, 1971;
Yourdon and Constantine, 1979) for software development. These methodol-

ogies, if properly adhered to, encourage and enforce the application of the

four software engineering principles: modularity, locality, abstraction, and
information hiding. They also help produce detailed code documentation,

which is necessary for the proper coordination, control, and management of
complex software environments.

THE RRSAS SOFTWARE DESIGN METHODOLOOY

The RRSAS is a complex robotic system with a distributed multiprocessor
computing environment capable of model- and sensor-based control. The RRSAS

achieves high system reliability by detecting subsystem errors and recovering

from those errors. A software environment that uses procedural knowledge to

plan actions is important to the consistent operational behavior of the

RRSAS. The RRSAS anticipates the consequences of actions to uncover and deal
with error situations.

To create a software environment supporting the RRSAS objectives and

exhibiting the properties of modularity, locality, abstraction, and infor-

mation hiding, a methodology has been developed that embodies concepts from

top-down structured design (Yourdon and Collstantine, 1979), stepwise

refinement (Wirth, 1971), and bottom-up implementation, This approach is

well suited for designing task-driven robotic systems with many intelligent

special-purpose devices, which must be integrated to form a cohesive

environment. Top-down structured design decomposes a system by making each

action of the system a module. This leads to program modules that closely

reflect system function, or a function-oriented approach. At the highest

level, the modules represent the overall function of the system. For the

RRSAS, the highest level is performance of remote radiation surveys on

nuclear waste shipping casks. At lower levels, successively more-detailed

functions are implemented that, when combined, perform this high-level

action. A low-level RRSAS primitive example would be to move the robot from

point A to point B.

Stepwise refinement develops the intermediate-level modules that provide

the bridge between the highest and lowest levels by successively refining

additional levels of procedural detail. Initially, a software control pro-

gram named supervisor is defined, Then, each task invoked by the supervisor
is expanded in top-down fashion. Additional levels of refinement occur until

a level of detail has been achieved that results in single-function modules

which cann0t be logically decomposed any further.
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Refinement is accomplished by selecting, at each step of the software

system design process, the next lower-level procedural abstraction and

investigating its implementation by making lists of the tasks that must be

accomplished in the procedure, Using these lists as a guide, and allowing

the problem structure to determine software structure, further lower-level

abstractions can be specified, This process is iterated until sufficient

refinement has been achieved, resulting in a hierarchy of abstractions that

can be represented by a module dependency diagram, reflecting the completed

design,

Bottom-up implementation of this software system design allows immediater

interfacing with the system hardware_ Immediate interfacing can quickly

address problems associated with unpre_i.ctable device behaviors, Components

not designed for compatibility and having insufficient doc_nentation result

in problems that can only be dealt with through experimental progra_ning,

This programming should be done early in the implementation phase to

facilitate design changes resulting from new knowledge gained about each

subsystem,

Application of the Design Methodology

Three primar} objectives have guided the overall RRSAS software system

design procedure, The first objective is to provide a robotic system that

executed all cask radiation survey operations automatically, while keeping

the operator informed of the system status and survey resu].ts, using windows,

menus, and graphics, This requires a software system that provided a high

degree of hardware integration, The second objective is to include robust

error detection and recovery capabilities, This requirement for error

detection and recovery reflects the need for high reliability and autonomous

operation in a hazardous environment, The third objective is to create a

generalized software development enviro_nent as opposed to a project-specific

control program, Future robotic tasks using the same or similar hardware

could then be rapidly implemented with the software tools produced,

Application of the top-down design and bottom-up implementation

methodology discussed above has resulted in well-defined software tasks that

map onto the appropriate hardware subsystems. This definition produces a

hierarchical architecture that reflects the engineering principles of

modularity, locality, abstraction, and information hiding, Figure C-I shows

the distributed architecture with the software task hierarchy superimposed
over the hardware.

The man-machine interface task (MMI Task) at the top of the hierarchy

provides the primary operator interface to the system, This task hides the

MMI data structures, or menu displays, and windowing system interfaces from

the other supervisory components. It handles operator inputs through mouse

button picks and communicates menu selections to the other tasks, triggering

appropriate actions.

The Supervisor Task on the host computer is the primary RRSAS control

program, lt is,decomposed at the highest level of abstraction into task-

oriented modules which, when properly combined, accomplish each of the five

survey operations discussed above, as well as system startup and shutdown,

These RRSAS function-oriented task modules--init, vision, barcode, radsurvey,
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swipesurvey, and wrapup--are decomposed into successive levels of
abstraction, as described above, until a ].eve].is reached that contains a set

of task- and device-independent modules, as shown in Figure C-2., These

modules contribute to the generalized software environment by providing

reusable tools for basic robotic functions, The generic modules of

Figure C-2are decomposed further until, at the lowest-levels of abstraction,

modules containing device-dependant code result, These lowest-level modules

handle operating system interfaces and communication protocols for the other

intelligent hardware subsystems present in the overall configuration, A

detailed example of how top-down design is employed to produce a complete

, module dependency diagram for the random contact swipe survey, or
swipesurvey, is discussed in the following section,

Other task modules in the software hierarchy provide specialized

services for the supervisor or control other subsystems, such as a Monitor
program, which is downloaded by the supervisor to execute on the robot

controller, The Monitor 'program, written in the robot language CIMPLER
(CIMCORP, !986), serves as a device driver that handles ali robot primitives

sent by the supervisor by parsing each command and calling the appropriate
robot-control subroutines, These robot-control subroutines execute the

specific CIMPLER language statements that drive the serves and move the arm,

A Swipe Task is initiated by the swipesurvey module on the host

computer, lt executes on a dedicated PDP/li with RT-II processor environment

and provides force-controlled movement of the robot arm for the random

contact swipe survey, This computer serves as a force serve control system,
which monitors a force sensor mounted on the wrist of the robot and makes

real-time trajectory corrections to the robot arm, The corrections are based
on the contact force detected between the robot's end effector, or swipe

planchet, and the cask, and serve to produce a constant force swipe
(Petterson and Jones, 1987), This task, therefore, hides ali of the

a],gorithmic details and hardware-specific knowledge of force control and

real-time trajectory correction from the supervisor, The supervisor simply

has knowledge of a procedural level of abstraction (the doswipe module in the

swipesurvey hierarchy) that commands the force control subsystem to perform a
swipe at a location and in a direction, based on the cask model, which is

determined by the swipesurvey task module in the supervisor, This force

control task, in turn, has its own abstraction hierarchy containing the

necessary modules and dependencies to accomplish its specified functions,

The Vision Task runs on the host computer in conjunction with the

Supervisor Task, lt provides an interface to the low-level vision functions,

which are performed by a separate computer containing special-purpose

computer vision hardware and software, The supervisory vision module sends

high-level commands, such as "locate cask," to the Vision Task, The Vision

Task decomposes this command into a sequence of robotic actions and image

analysis operations to u].timately accomplish the supervisor's request (Ray,

forthcoming) .

Finally, four other auxiliary tasks, or Graphics Tasks, reside on t--he
host computer, as shown in Figure C-I, During the initialization phase, the

Supervisor Task activates the Graphics Tasks, which generate approprl.ate

graphics windows when signaled to do so. They produce three-dimenslonal

graphics representations for real-time data displays of radiation readings



Action Primitives:

plokupeff ()- Ptok up an end effeotor
putdowneff ()- Put down an end effeotor
robothome ()- Send robot to a sCfe home Iooatlorl
robotmove ()- Move robot to a speatfied destination
robotrmove () - Relatively move robot by speolfted offsets

Environment Primitives:

cheekswitoh ()- Cheok a hardware mtoro-switch for end effeotor station status
cmpoltohome ()- Compare robot's ourrent looatlon to the home looatlon
grlpperempty () - Determine gripper status
whateff ()- Determine what end effector is in the grtpper

I/O Primitives:

openport ()- Openaserlalportforcommunlcation
readport ()- Read from a serial port
writeport () - Write to a serial port

Figure C-2, Generic Modules for a Robotic Environment
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and random contact swipe locations, Figur_ C-3 illustrat_s an _×ampl_._ of t:ll_

g_aphics gt_n_r, at_:_d by these tasks,

D__,tailedI_,xmmp!_,- l_ando,l__Swtpo Survey

The random contact swipe surw_y i,qthe most techtrlc;ally chall._nglng

RRSAS operation and, tl]ol._fora,_:l, des the most compr_hensiw_ example of
how a task is decomposed, using this m_,thodology, The specifioations for
this operation can fJ.rst ba reformulated into a description of subtasks t'hat

identify the subordinate abstractions required, Figure C-4 contains this

list of descriptions and the corresponding hlghest-level modul_s derived from

it, Several operational characteristics of the swipe task are captured in
the task descl,'iptions,

As shown in Task I, swiping requires the usa of commanded, model-based

robot motion rather than conventionally taught motion for path determination,

because the swipe points must be selected randomly for each cask survey, In

addition, Tasks 2, 3, and 6 show that the robot's location with r_spect to

the task ,lust b_ known to automatically determine unobstructed travel paths,

when moving fro,l one swipe point to another with swipe-dispansing moves in

between. Messages must be sent to the force control computer when the swipe

planchet has been posltion_d ov_r each swipe point, and the force control

computer must perform the real-time constant-force swiping action. Prior to

each swiping action, graphics displays (Task 5) must be generated showing

each swipe point location on the cask. The operator can verify that the arm

is moving to the correct location, which is unknown in advance, by observing

the display and subsequent arm motion. Upon completion of the survey, the

Supervisor Task directs the swipe reader to analyze the swipes in Tasks 7 and

8. Thus, to execute a swipe survey, the Supervisor Task must coordinate the
actions of the robot controll_r, force-control computer, swipe reader, and

graphics tasks.

Figure C-5 is the module dependency diagram of the swipesurw_y task

module on the ho.qt co,lput_r, Each of the higher-level modules represents an

abstraction level that must be decomposed iteratively using stepwise

refinement to colllpl,ete tile diagram, Figure C-5 shows tlledecomposition of

the swJ.pesurvey supervisory module down to the lowest levels° This hierarchy

provides a complete structural representation for the swipe survey software,

The following section will focus vn the processing details of each

module individually to provide procedural representation, A precise

specification of each module includes sequence of events, exact decision
points, rep_,titive operatlons, references to all subordinate modules, and

data organization and structure, Specifications for each RRSAS module are

spelled out in the sol_r.'cecoda level files for these modules, Specifications

for the lllghor.,]._.,w,lmodules are relatively straightforward because, in many

cases, they consist only of ceil sequences to lower lew_l modules, The

lowest levels, however, must interface with tl_eoperating system and ¢_xt6rnal

devices and, therefore, require caref.'ulconsideration,

The Sl)ecifJ.cations for each of t:h_ modul.c_s in Figure C-5 are initially
created by writing source-code-].evel fil.es cont:aJn:[n t, only comment st:ele-

ments, An extended commer_t statement at the b_gJ.nnJng of' each modul.e serves
as a header containing all tl_e information needed to ut_clersta_d what the
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Figure C-3, Swipe Survey Oraphics Display

Task Description Module(s)

(1) Generate random setsof swipe locations evenly distributed over genswlpepts
the surface areasof the cask with an algorithm whloh utlllzes a Inltlallze
mathematical model of the cask, montecarlo

(2) Generate robot approach vectors for each swipe point which nddapprmats
optimally orient the arm and swipe teel to reach ali physically
accessible surfaces while avoiding collisions,

(3) Compute the Inverse kinematics for tile robot arm In order to touch
trantform swipe point locations and their corresponding approach
vectors Into the robot's joint coordinate system, with full knowledge
of robot joint limits and tile cask's location through vision,

(4) Optimize the path followed by the robot around the cask as lt optpath
takes _wlpes by sorting the points based on _urfaoa location,

(5) Graphically display tile cask and tile selected swipe points on Its (separate tasks)
surface,

(6) Retrieve a swipe from the dispensing magazine, move to a swipe swIpestartup
location, perform the swipe and return the used swipe to a swlpesequenoe
oontamlnatlon magazine, swIpeop

(7) Deliver tile full contamination magazine to a swipe radiation getoanlster
detection system (reader),

(B) Direct the swipe reader to analyze each swipe and return tile canberra
resultsto the host for dlspJayand arohlval purposes,

o TFigure C-4, List of Swipe ,,urvey asks
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main

1- 1
radsurvey

swipesurvey

genswiPePts swipestartup swipesequence getcanister canberra

genswipepts

initialize montecarlo optpath addapprmats

randforzones uadclassify insertapprmat

sortendzone sortclyzone sortdisk?one sortlugzone

swipeop

movetosafe pickupswipe' pept doswipe rc putdownswipe updateseq

robotmov( pickupeff robotpath writeport readport putdowneff

==

Xmtrevms_J xmtrevms xmtrevmsg REAL TiME xmtrevmsgFORCE
CONTROLLER

Figure C-5. Module Dependency Diagram for Swipesurvey
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getcanister i! I I
gripperempty ] whateff putdowneff ] ,

xmtrevmsgi checksw,tchJ xmtrevmsg1 _vmsg I

canberra

advance abg I run program i_ summarize data i abort program

writeport writeport read abg writeport

SWIPE readport
READER

CONTROLLER

' | i i i

I ! ' _xmtr°vms°'I I
iJ"senddflmsg I JJJJst°pmsg ! receivedflmsg j =l"ana,vzmsgJ

- _ J
builddflms--_ ' sendersequence

1 l I
=J getmagtyp Jl_ I_uildspemsg ]__ writeport readpkt _ builddflmsg J

ROBOT

s_L _

computebcc comparebccs

_ Figure C-5. Module DependencY Diagram for Swipesurvey (Concluded)
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module does and how it should be used. Then, a sequence of ccmment

statements describes each step to be performed by the module, the data

structures that are needed and how they are affected, and the external

effects, if any, that occur when this module is executed. Once ali speci-
fications are written for each module, the data and control structures for

each module are defined, using standard programming language constructs,

Figure C-6 illustrates a typical RRSAS software module. Most of the imple-

mentation is performed using C programming lauguage in a UNIX enviromnent. _

J The modules of Figure C-5 are implemented in a bottom-up fashion. This
allows systematic debugging at progressively higher levels of abstraction by
building test programs to exercise the functions of each module. Once a set

of related modules has been tested individually, their dependencies and

Jnterfaces are tested. This process is iterated until the top of an abstrac-

tion hierarchy representing one of the survey operations is reached, The

next operation is also debugged by starting at the bottom of its module

dependency diagram and once again climbing the hierarchy. Because tasks

frequently share many of the same modules at lower levels, debugging of sub-
sequent operations has become easier, since only the higher task-specific

modules required testing. In addition, milestones have been established

throughout the course of development that require complete demonstrations of

each operation as it is added to the system. This process results in stages

of stabiliI:y that eliminate the majority of software bugs by the time the

entire configuration is completed.

ERROR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

A primary consideration in designing and implementing the RRSAS software

system has been error detection and recovery. Error detection is performed

by comparing the results of module execution with models of what should have

resulted, Components contributing to the error recovery environment include

binary _t_icroswitch sensors monitored by the Supervisor Task to determine the

state of the world. The microswitches provide the current status of end-

effector stations and other critical mechanisms, i.e., swipe dispenser, robot

gripper, and pneumatic locks. In addition, an interrupt signal line from the

robot controller to the host serves as a real-time alarm to alert theSuper-

visor Task when the robot has stopped unexpectedly. Other modules, such as

those contained in the computer vision and force control subsystems, incor-

porate expectation-driven error detection. For example, if the computer

vision subsystem executes properly, but analysis of th__ captured image does

not contain the type of information anticipated, an error situation is

signaled. Hierarchical error analysis detects failures at every level of

abstraction by encapsulating modules in a control loop that checks error

status after each incremental operation. This procedure provides maximum

flexibility to detect error conditions at the levels where they occur, allow-

ing for local recovery and avoiding the need to redo an entire operation when
a small step in its sequence has failed.

The primary sources for failure observed in the RRSAS include communi- '
cation errors between the supervisor and other subsystems, unexpected stop-

pages due to subsystem failures (e.g., failure of the vision subsystem to

locate expected visual reference features and thus not locate the cask), and

microswitch signals indicating invalid system status. In many cases, the

problem is caused by a minor hardware or mechanical malfunction that can be
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* Project Name: RRSAS *
* Module Name : swipesurvey . *
* Path Name : lusr/users/mlller/gantry/rrsasswipesurvey.c *

* Module Type : subro_tlnm *
* Form of Call: swi_survey(&err) ; *
* FrunctiO¢'l: top level routine for swipe survey operation *
" Environment : UNIX *

i Inputs : global data structures *Outputs : Inr err - error return code *
Externals : gensw|peptseswipestartup,swipesequence,getcanlster,*

* canberra *

* Author : David J. Miller * t,
* Sandia National Laboratories * ,
* May, 1987 *
**********************************************************************

/* declare Include files containing gloloal data structures */

#include "/usr/users/mltLer/tnctude/rrsas errorcodes.h"'
#Include "lusr/users/mItterllncLude/rrsssvlslon.hl'
#include "/usr/users/milter[inctude/rrsasswipe.h"

#incttx_e"/usr/users/c_elle/gantry/alog.h"

swlpesurvey(err)
inr *err ; /* argument is a pointer to an error return cc_de*/
(

Int efftyl_e ; /* end effector ID co<ie */
/* error recovery type */

tnt type ; /.* slot for saving error cc<le*/tnt saverr ;

genswlpepts() ; /* monte carlo sequence */

sw|pestartup() ; /* initializedata structures*/

robothome(err); /* make sure robot is home */
if ((*err) I= NOERROR)return ; /* bail out tf unsuccessful */

?;Ipperempty(err) ; /* nmke sure gripper is empty:_((*err) == GRIPPERNOTEMPTY) /* if r_ot, free tt
(

(*err) = NOERROR; /* first clear the error flag*/
whateff(&efftype) ; /* find out what It's holding*/
PUtdowneff(efftype,err) ; /* put down */
if ((*err) t= NOERROR)return ; /* ball ttout tf unsuccessful */

}
else (*err) = NOERROR; /* grtFwper free • clear flag */

robot Jamove(saf ehome,err); /* pesttion arm under swipe */
/* ball out if unsuccessful */if ((*err) I= NOERROR)return ;

stntt(err); /* chk station mtcroswitches */
if ((*err) I= NOERROR) /* switches signal an error */

(
saverr = (*err) ;
xmtrcvmsg(TURNON_,err) ; /* restore switch status */
(*err) = saverr ; return ; /* bait out */

}

/* do 40 swipes */
Swtpesequence(err) ; /* bail out if unsuccessful */if ((*err) t= NOERROR)return ;

conttnu = NO ;
white (conttrwJ == NO) /* deliver canister to reader'*/

{ printf("Dettver Canister to Canberra ..\n") ; getcanister(err) ;
if ((err) ! NOERROR)( prtntf( Delivery FAILEDI\n ) ;
tn4trecovery(&type,(*err)) ; dorecovery(type,err) ;
if ((*err) I= NOERROR)return ; )
else (prtntf('lDeltvery COttPLETED\n") ; conttnu = YES ; )

)

xmtrcvl_sg(TURNONCMD0err); /* restoreswitch status */
return ; /* normal return */

)

Figure C-b. Typical RRSAS Moduie Swipesurvey
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corrected automatically. For exqmple, if the computer vision system fails to

locate an approxiate visual reference point during its cask-finding task, the

robot-mounted cameras will be automatically shifted slightly, and the vision

process repeated,

Other cases, such as repeated failure to recover automatically, would

require manual intervention, A standard procedure is always invoked when an

error requiring operator attention is detected. This procedure informs the
operator of the cause of the failure and provides four recovery options. The

operator may choose to retry the failed operation, skip it and move on to the

_' next operation, perform the operation manually, or abort the task. Error

recovery has proven to be a powerful approach to improve system reliability.

Because t!_e system can correct failures of individual components, it can
tolerate subsystem failures while maintaining high overall system reliabil-

ity. Success is gauged by whether the operator can restore the system to
normal operation without entering the hazardous environment.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The RRSAS was successfully completed in August 1987 and is currently

operational. The system successfully uses models of the robot and cask to

automatically program robot trajectories to performradiation survey tasks.

While sensors provide corrections to the robot trajectories to compensate for

small errors in the models, good model information is important for fast,

efficient operation. The robot system can perform random swiping operations
at least as fast as a human and in a far more consistent fashion, by employ-

ing good geometric information to drive the robot, and by using force sensing

to make only minor trajectory perturbations and to maintain the specified

contact force. In addition, error recovery has been proven to provide high

overall system reliability. Since completion of the RRSAS, many system
demonstrations have been performed, lt is not unco_non for an observer to

conclude that the system works without error, even though subsystem errors

did occur but were detected and corrected automatically by the system.

RRSAS software design and implementation phases were performed during

the last 12 months of this 18-month project. These phases followed six

months of system specification and preliminary installation of some of the

major hardware components, including the gantry robot and software develop-

ment system. Additional hardware designand installation of specialized

subsystem components have been performed in parallel with the software effort

and were integrated on a task-by-task basis. Application of the top-down_

design/bottom-up implementation methodology enables software development to

i keep pace with hardware installation and is the primary reason that the

software has been completed on schedule. The final host computer hardware

configuration, a SUN 3/160 work station, was not delivered until six months

before the project completion date. The software has been easily ported from
a DEC Micro-VAX, used for initial development. The final configuration

fulfills the objectives of providing a fully automatic robot system with

robust error recovery. The software satisfies design specifications and

proves to be extremely reliable, with few bugs detected after the acceptance
demonstration.

software engineering principles of modularity, locality, abstraction, and
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information hiding, The main Supervisor Task alone consists of approximately
I0,000 lines of code decomposed into over 200 modules, This implies that the

average module length is 50 lines of code, or a single page of priiltout; the

ideal length for easy cow,prehension and modification, In addition, because
the lower half of.tl_e,imogulu dependency diagram for each of the major survey, ,,,,!,

operations is near1'y i.ld_ntical, decomposition has been performed in a logical
and consistent faa_i_ion y itieratively hiding lower-level details from

successively higher"'le'$els'of abstra.ction,

The production of generic robotic primitives also illustrates these

concepts and provides building blocks for future development. I:_ fact, the

entire RRSAS hierarchy, as shown in Figure C-l, can be abstracted to a higher

level that represents a generic robotic system environment. Figure C-7
illustrates this architecture, which consists of three primary components.

The first layer, the Project-Specific Global Task Definitions, is derived

from the top-down decomposition of the specifications (highest-level abstrac-

tions). An example would be the set of cask survey operations and the

subtasks specific to each of these operations, The second layer, the Device-

and Task-lndependent Primitives, represents functionality present in any

robotic system regardless of hardware implementation or purpose, An example
of these primitives would be the RRSAS modules listed in Figure C-2. The

third layer, the Device-Dependent Code device drivers, is the initial result
of bottom-up implementation. This device-dependent software logically

represents the functional definitions of the hardware, including command

primitives, communications protocols, and interrupt-driven, real-time sensor

control. An example of this last component is the real-time force-control

task used to direct the swiping operation,

With this paradigm, it should be possible and advantageous to model and

build any hierarchical robotic system, Once the middle layer of generic

primitives has been defined and implemented, it can be ported to any new

system under development. Also, once a complete system has been implemented,

adding task-oriented functionality at the top level is greatly simplified.

Ali modular building blocks will already be available. They simply must be

pieced together in the right sequence to produce the desired operation. This

could be done interactively by a system operator by using an English-like

command language or menu selections, Complex programming efforts could

therefore be directed toward making the system more intelligent through the

addition of knowledge bases, planning, and sophisticated user interfaces.

Incorporating new sensors or mechanical devices at th_ lowe__ level will

still involve intimate knowledge of the hardware, but(this kr_owledge will be
neatly encapsulated in modules that hide this information from the rest of

the system and use consistent interface control structures already imple-

mented for other existing devices. Ali of these concepts are currently being

explored as an extension of the RRSAS development work, with the intent of

eventually implementing them fo_ diverse robotic environments.

=
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INTRODUCT ION

The Robotic Radiation Survey and Analysis System (KRSAS) has been

developed to pe_form radiation and contamJ.nation surveys on nucl.ear waste

shipping casks upon receipt at geologic waste reposito_'ie_ ,(Thunborg, 1988).
These waste containers ,lust be tested for surface contamination before and

after shipping, Presently, repository workers survey the shipping casks for

radioactive surface contamination, The RRSAS removes repos [tory workers from

the radiation environment and improves the consistency and reliability of the

survey operation,

One type of radioactive contamination analyzed by the RRSAS is trans-

ferred radiation, Transferred radiation is radioactive contamination, in the

fo_m of contaminated particles on the cask surface, that are transferred to

personnel or objects which come in contact with the cask, To measure trans-

ferred radiation, the robot performs a series of spot contamination checks

using a too]. designed for wiping down, or swiping, specific areas on the cask

surface° This swipe teel, o[" planchet, (Figure D-I) consists of foam-backed

filter paper mounted on a rigid plastic carrier. A handle on the side of the

teel opposite the filter paper allows the robot to grasp and orient the swipe

material, Planchet legs separate and provide even spacing between the plan-

chets in the magazine, and prevent cross contamination.

i

SWIPING PAD UPPER EDGE

\
LOWER EUGE

FOAM

Figure D-I, Planchet Used for the Swipe Survey
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During thr swiping operation, planchets are individually dispensed to
the robot from a magazine eontainlng 40 units (Figure D-2), After a swipe is

performed, the robot stores the used planchet ill a second magazine for future
radiation analysis by an alpha/beta/gamma survey instrument, Computer corre-

lation of the known location of each swipe with its assoolated planchet links
a specific amount of transferred contamination with a specific point on the
cask,

Existing dispensing meohanlsms appropriate for Use with the planohets

have been found to be cumbersome, For example, the alpha/beta/galmna detec-

tor's mechanism for dispensing' plancbets uses an elevating platform to llft

the planchets off a retractable support and dispense them onto a turntable

(Figures D-3 and D-4), Such mechanisms, however, could not be used for

dispensing the pla_lehets, due to height and size restrictions on the ,robot
gantry,

!

DISPENSER MECHANISM \STORAGE MECHANISM

Figure D-2, Magazines Placed in the Dispenser and Storage Mechal-lisms
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FigurB D,,3, Dispenser for the Alpha/BBta/C, axlunaDetBctor

, C rectorFigur_ D-4 Turntal_le for the Alpha/Beta/ aroma Dc_



DESIGN PAIU_MI_TERS

A stacklng/dispensing cam (Figure D-5) has been designed for use with
the stacked planchets, As the cam rotates in the clockwise direction, a

groove catches the planchet edge and transports it upward to p["ovlde vertical

stacking, Likewise, counterclockwise caln rotation transports a stacked

planchet downward i.n a controlled manner, The groove in the dispc_rlsing cam
is defined hy the diameter of the planchet, the distance from the edge of the

planchet to the center of the caln, and the planchet thickness, Three cams

' around tl]e perimeter of the disk ensure even and controll_d dispensing, The

dispensing rate depends on the revolutiox_ speed of the carriers,

The planchetSs range of controlled motion J.s the vertical displacement
from tl_epoint at: which the planchet is first engaged, to the point where it

is released, or the vertical distance through which the disk maintains

contact with the cam, Planchet alignment is maintained by guide rail.s
alongside the planchets, as shown in Figure D-6,

The planchet-dispensing cycle consists of tllree phases, In the first

phase, or dwell phase, the disk rides on top of the circular region of the

dispensing cam, The friction between the disk and the dispensing cain's

surface must be kept to a 11|inilllUln to prevent snagging or possible skipping of
the disk ai.cng the cam surface (Figure D-6). To reduce friction, the caln

surface has been polislled, Note that Figures D-6 through D-9 are photographs

of a dispenser prototype that has two carriers, The final version of the

dispenser has four carriers (see Figure D-II, Items 19 szld 24),

The second phase of a dispensing cycle occurs when the leading edge of
the groove contacts the planchet and carries it down in a vertical direction

(Figure D.7), The leading edge of the groove Is the only place where the
planchet contacts the cam during this phase (Figure D-5),

The final phase of a dispensing cycle is the drop-off, This occurs when

the leading edge of the cam rotates to the point of breaking contact with the

planchet (Figure D-7), After release, tlle planchet drops to a region where

it sits until further action is taken (Figure D-8), In the actual dispenser,
the planchet sits on a thin retaining platform until the robot grasps and

" removes it,

Before the drop.off point occurs, the trailing edge of the groove is

inserted between the planchet riding in the groove and the planchet that

resides above it, This action ensures dispensing of only one disk at a time,
To facilitate this action, lt is necessary to have some space between

adjacent disks, This spacing is provided by the legs on the planchets,

DERIVATION OF DESIGN EQUATIONS FOR THE STACKING/DISPENSING CAM

A distinct: relationship exists between tlm planchet and the cam

geometries, The cam groove must accept the planchet edge without inter-
ference while maintaining proper plancl_et motion, The minimum g roove is

defined by the curve traced by the upper and lower edges of the planchet
during its vertical travel, During dispensing, the cam :cotat:c_scounter-
clockwise with the reference frame, u, fixed to the carrier and the disk

resting on the unlt 'vector, u2 (Figure D-5),
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U2 tp _e2

CARRIER TRACKING EDGE

PLANE OF DISK 1

EDGE VIEW
/

/
DISK /

CARRIER LEADING EDGE

el

CARRIER

Figure D-5. Diagram of Disk and Reference Frames
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I CARRIER_ I

!

Figure D-6. Dispenser Carrier and Disk in the Dwell Phase

GUIDE RAILS

'TR_ LING EDGE

Figure D-7. Dispenser Carrier and Disk in the Second Phase
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PLANCHET PRIOR TO DROP OFF

Figure D-8. Dispenser Carrier and Disk in the Final Phase (Drop-Off)

|

,=
..•

;T

PLANCHET

Figure D-9. Dispenser Carrier and Disk After Drop-Off

l
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Figure D-10. Three-Dimensional Representation of the Cam
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Figure D-li. Assembly Drawing of the Dispenser Mechanism
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A vector, (A}e, represents the temporal position of the upper edge of

the disk relative to a Newtonlan reference frame, e, placed at the center of

the carrier. The equation for (A} e is

(A) e - _ - eI + (r cos8 + tp)e 2 (I)
where

= the distance from centerline to the edge of the disk (in.)

r - the radius of the carrier (in.)

tp - the thickness of the disk or planchet (in.).

Similarly, a vector, (B)e , represents' the position of the lower edge of the

disk, relative to the frame, e, of the carrier. The equation for (B}e is

(B} e - _ - eI + r cosSe 2 . (2)

If a reference frame, u, is attached to the carrier such that as the

carrier rotates, the reference frame rotates with it, then the position of the

disk edges defined in the Newtonian frame, e, can be translated into the

rotating frame, u. Such a transformation fro,, the Newtonian reference frame

to the rotating reference frame can be accomplished using a transformation

matrix. A transformation matrix is used in engineering to translate

coordinates of a vectorein one frame of reference to another. The
transformation matrix T will be used to transform the coordinates of the

u
edges, {A} e and (B}e, in frame e to corresponding coordinates, (A}u and (B}u,e
in frame u. The equation representing T is shown below.u

T e - [ cos# sinS] (3)u -sin8 tosS]

Thus, the equations for (A} u and (B) u are

{A) - TeA (4)
u u e

and

(B} - TeB (5)
u u e

or

(A}u "-sin8 cos8 rcos8 + tp

[  ,o01}{BIu " -sin8 cose] rcos8 . (7)
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The resulting equations are shown below, '

{A)u - (-_cos0 + rsinScos0 + tpSin6)u I + (_sin8 + rcos20 + tp cosS)u 2 (8)

20
(B)u = (-_cos8 + rsinScos0)u I + (_sin8 + rcos )u2 (9)

{C) - rcos0 uI + rsin# u2 , (I0)

Equation C is for the circle which describes the outer edge of the carrier,

Note that this equation is not subscripted because it does not matter which
reference frame is used to define the circle,

For the RRSAS project, the following values were chosen for the different
variables:

= the distance from centerline to the edge of the planchet (0.200 in,)

r - the radius of the planchet dispenser (0,4375 in,)

tp = the planchet thickness (0,135 in,).

The values of _ and tp have been increased to make room for planchet clearance
as it passes through the mechanism, as well as to cover any differences in

tolerances that build up during assembly, A computer-generated three-

dimensional representation of the cam is given in Figure D-lO.

MECHANISM ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTION

The assembly drawing of the complete planchet-dispensing mechanism is

shown in Figure D-li. Each of the major components is discussed below.

TRANSMISSION

As shown in Figure D-II, a series of toothed pulley wheels (Item 38),

along with the drive pulley belt (Item 39) and right angle gear drive (Item

40), transmit power to the individual carriers. An important factor observed

in choosing belts and pulleys is the contact area between the belt and the

pulleys. Pulleypositions are selected to maximize contact between the belt

and the pulleys to prevent slippage. To prevent drive motor overload,

however, the area of contact between the belt and the pulley on the drive

motor are kept to a minimum. Thus, if the mechanism jams during operation,

the belt will sllp on the motor-mounted pulley. This prevents the mechanism

from becoming damaged, and keeps the individual dispensing cams synchronized

during a jam. Maintaining cam synchronization reduces the downtime required
: to clear the mechanism.

The motor chosen for the system, Items 42 and 43 in Figure D-II, is

oversized to prevent stalling _f a small disturbance is encountered. With the

stronger motor, small disturbances can be overcome while Jamming can be
' handled with the overload protection scheme described above.
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LOCKING MECHANISM _

The ].ocking mechanism locks the magazine onto the robot (Figures D-II
and D-12). Its design is a modificatlo_1 of that used on the Canberra machine,

produced by Canberra Industries, Inc., Model 2405, which compensates for

inaccurate robot movements. The robot merely places the magazine into the
mechanism where it is locked into place.

The mechanism is a plate (Item 6) with pins (Item 28) attached to it,

mounted in a bearing (Item 31_) and actuated by a pneumatic piston (Items 48,

49, 50, 5, 12). A pilot tube (Item 29) helps the robot with magazine piace-

ment. A wedge-shaped stop (Item I) inside the pilot tube prevents the maga-
zine from rotating during the latching operation. Microswitches (Item 55)

indicate whether the locking mechanism is locked or unlocked, A proximity

sensor (Item 34) indicates the presence of the magazine within the pilot tube,

CONTROL

To monitor and control the system, various switches have been installed

in the dispenser to enable the operator/computer to verify the mechanism's
status. Mechanical switches (Items 22 and 55 in Figure D-12) are used to

indicate whether the locking mechanism is open or closed, and a proximity

switch (Item 34 in Figure D-!2) indicates whether a magazine is in piace. A

photoelectric switch (Item 35 in Figure D-12) signals if a planchet has been

successfully dropped. Another mechanical switch (Items 27 and 55 in Figure
D-12) shuts down the robot if it strikes the mechanism. One final cam-

operated L°witch (Items 54 and 57 in Figure D-II) keeps the mechanism in an

operational mode until it reaches the end of its cycle. The sequence of

events that occurs in mechanism operation is described in the following
paragraphs.

At the beginning of any=dispensing operation, several conditions must be
verified by the system operator. One of the first items of interest involves

verification of magazine placement: Is there a magazine of planchets placed

in the mechanism? A proximity switch verifies the magazine's presence and

allows the next step to be performed, If no magazine is detected, the

supervising program alerts the operator of the status, and additional steps
must be takento remedy the situation.

The next condition checked is the status of the magazine lock. If a

magazine is in piace and is locked, a switch informs the system that it can

proceed to the next step. If the magazine is not locked, then two states

exist: either the operator intends to remove the magazine, or the magazine

must be locked before the system can dispense a planchet.

The photoelectric switch is inspected before activating the dispenser.

The photoelectric switch is used to verify the presence, or absence, of a

planehet in the removal area of the mechanism. If a planchet is present, the

robot can be instructed to remove the planchet for its own use. If, however,

a planchet is not present, a start signal is transmitted to the dispenser.

A cam-operated switch powers the system during an operation cycle. An
attached roller rides on a cam, which, in turn, resides on one of the

dispenser shafts. When a s,_rt signal is received by the dispenser, a relay
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Figure D-12, Assembly Drawing of the Locking Mechanism
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powers the dispenser motor for the duration of the start signal, which is a
100-ms pulse. The motor rotates the mechanism to a point where the cam

activates the mechanical switch, which, in turn, enables power to the motor,

As long as the switch is engaged by the cam, the motor receives power. When
the switch reaches the dwell section of the cam, it disconnects power to the

motor, completing the dispenser cycle, A planchet will have been dispensed

from the magazine, and the photoelectric switch will register its presence.

The flow diagram shown in Figure D-13 illustrates this process.

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS

Three important elements of the system also deserve mention, A flexible

shaft coupling, Item 46 in Figure D-12, is used because exact shaft alignment
is difficult to maintain, In addition, flexible shaft couplings add a small

amount of compliance ,which reduces the damage potential to the mechanism in

the event of a jam,

Another item of interest is the planchet retainer (Item 9 in Figure

D-12), The retainer provides a storage buffer for the dispenser, eliminating
the need for the robot to wait for a planchet, thereby increasing considerably

the speed of the swiping process. The retainer is made of a thin film of

polyethylene.
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APPENDIX E
L

OSCILLATION-DAMPED MOVEMENT OF SUSPENDED OBJECTS*

l

James F. Jones

and

Ben J. Petterson

Sandia National Laboratories

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

AB3TRACT

" Transportation of an object using an overhead crane or manipulator can induce

pendulum motion of the object. Residual oscillat_or, from transportation

typically must be damped or allowed to decay before the next process can take

piace. By properly programming the acceleration of the transporting device,

e.g., crane, al, oscillation-damped transport and swing-free stop are

obtainable. This appendix reviews the theory and presents the mathematics

associated with oscillation-damped trajectories for simply suspended objects

using controlled acceleration, and describes a particular implementation

using a CIMCORP XR® 6100 gantry robot.** In addition to the theoretical

treatment, a specific hardware and software implementation currently in use

= at Sandia National Laboratories to generate oscillation-damped trajectories

is discussed. Finally, sources of error resulting in small residual

oscillations are identified and possible solutions presented.

J

*Paper presented at 1988 IEEE International Conference on Robotics and

Automation, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, April 25, 1988.

**XR®is a registered trademark of CIMCORP, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) is currently investigating the

feasibility of using intelligent machines at nuclear waste disposal sites.

One class of operations necessary at a waste disposal site is transportation

of nuclear waste shipping casks and other heavy objects to various locations

throughout the installation. During overhead crane transportation, an object
is free to swing. If any object oscillation begins, the oscillation must be

damped by the operator, or the object must be allowed to swing until the

amplitude decays sufficiently to allow the next operation to begin. Either

situation results in reduced facility availability. However, damping the

oscillation of simply suspended payloads during transportation is possible if

the acceleration of the crane or manipulator is programmable. _

MATHEMATICAL FOUNDATION

Figure E-I is a simplified diagram of the transportation system under

consideration. The transporting device moves in a horizontal direction that

is normal to gravity, while the simply suspended payload is free to oscillate

about the pivot point O. If the moving pivot point O undergoes a particular

acceleration profile, the simply suspended payload will exhibit an

oscillation-damped transport and a swing-free stop.

Figure E-2 shows one acceleration profile for the moving pivot point O

that csn result in an oscillation-damped trajectory for a simply suspended

object. Point O has constant acceleration for time, ta . After time ta,

point O moves at an intermediate constant velocity for time, T. At time,

ta + T, point O accelerates again with constant acceleration for time, ta . T

is selected such that the oscillation imposed on the object due to the second

duration of acceleration is 180 degrees out of phase with initial oscillation

of the swinging object, _resulting in the object moving at constant velocity

(during Tm)without oscillation. After an arbitrary length of time, Tm,

applying the same procedure for deceleration results in a swlng-free stop of

the object. The objective is to determine the value of T, parameterized with

respect to ta, that yields oscillation-damped movement.

The motion of the swinging object can be described using the following

differential equation (Karman and Biot, 1940; Tse et al., 1978; Thomson,

1981):

2
8 + _o sin8 - 0 (I)

where

8 - angular displacements

_o = the natural frequency of oscillation.

Equation 1 is a second-order, nonlinear differential equation with

constant coefficients. For small angles of oscillation, Equation 1 is

typic_liy linearized, therefore, greatly simplifying its solution. However,

for large oscillation angles, a linear approxilnation of Equation 1 will not

yield accurate results.
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Because large acceleration magnitudes of the transporting device will

cause large oscillation angles of a simply suspended payload, the linear

approximation tc, _quation I will not always be sufficiently accurate. Ideal-

ly, Equation i should be solved exactly. However, the exact solution to

Equation I involves a complete elliptic integral of the first kind; hence,

Equation i is insolvable in terms of elementary transcendental functions

(Kaplan, 1952). Therefore, some method of accurately approximating Equation 1l

for large oscillation angles becomes necessary.

Using a linear approximation and solving (I) for 8 as a function of time

yields (see Attachment A for details):

e - a sin 2 (2)
fo

where

- amplitude of oscillation

ro - period of the object for small amplitudes.

If [_uation 2 is used for large oscillation amplitudes, significant error

can result, as sho_, in Figure E-3. Figure E-3 shows angular displacement

plotted as a function of normalized time for a swinging object. Notice the

linear approximation in Equation 2 yields a sinusoidal curve similar to the

exact numerical solution. However, the linear approximation period is sign-

ificantly different from the exact solution. An approximate solution to

Equation 1 that yields good results for large oscillation angles can be ob-

tained by collecting ali the nonlinearities into one parameter, the period

(see Attachment A for details). Using the nonlinear approximation for the

period of the swinging object and solving Equation 1 for e as a function of

time yields'

I + _2,16)

The behavior of the nonlinear approximation, Equation 3, is close to that of

the exact numerical solution shown in Figure E-3.

Figure E-4 shows the percent error in the calculated period using the

linear and nonlinear approximatiens with respect to the exact solution as a

function of maximum swing amplitude. The linear solution exceeds i percent

error after approximately 20-degrees maximum amplitude. However, the non-

linear approximation exceeds i percent error only after 70-degrees maximum

amplitude. Hence, if the system acceleration causes a maximum swing ampli-

tude greater than a few degrees, the nonlinear aspects of the swinging object
must be considered.

In theory, the analysis of the object's motion could continue to a maxi-

mum swing amplitude of 180 degrees before the transition from oscillatory to

rotational motion occurs, and the analysis becomes invalid. However, in

practice, the supporting member for simply suspended objects must always
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remain in tension, At large swing amplitudes exceeding 90 degrees, the

supporting member must go into compression to maintain oscillatory motion,
Therefore, the practical upper limits of analysis for the remainder of this

paper is 90-degrees maximum amplitude,

NUMERICAL RESULTS

Using the acceleration profile shown in Figure E-2 and the nonlinear

approximation for the differential equation of motion (Equation I), a function

may be written that expresses the constant velocity time, T, as a function of

acceleration time, ta, and the nonlinear approximations for the period of the

swinging object, ,rT and rt , which are functions of acceleration magnitude,
a

a/g, and other measurable system parameters (see Attachment A for mathematical
development):

li alr T -I (4)
T - --_ tan '_t tan _ta/r t

a

where

rT -- the period of the swinging object, accounting for all nonlinearities

during the time of intermediate constant velocity

Tt - the period of the swinging object, accounting for ali
a nonlinearities during the time of constant acceleration,

Figure E-5 shows the surface defined by Equation 4 for intermediate

constant velocity time, T, as a function of normalized acceleration, a/g, and

acceleration time, ta, for a swinging object with unit small angle period,
Notice that the limits for acceleration time are zero and one-half, Zero

acceleration time corresponds to impulse acceleration that results in an

intermediate constant velocity time of one-half period, as demonstrated by
Starr (1985).

An acceleration time of 0,5 corresponds to accelerating for one-half the

small angle period of the swinging object, followed by an acceleration for

another one-half period without an intermediate duration of constant velocity,

This occurs if the magnitude of acceleration is infinitesimally small, Strip

suggests this profile of acceleration time is equal to one-hs]f the infini,.

tesimal].y small angle period (Strip, 1986),

Notice the division on the surface of Figure E-5 between real (shaded

section) and nonreal, or nonpractlcal, (unshaded section) solutions, Bounding
the real solutions are two curves shown on the solution surface: the curve

defining the intersection of the surface and the ta, a/g plane, and the curve

defining the boundary of nonpractical solutions.

The curve defining the intersection of the surface and the ta, a/g p].ane

separates rea] from nonreal solutions, If a solution lies below the ta, a/g

plane, the required constant velocity time has a negative value, Because
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negative time is not a real solution, any part of the surface extending below

the ta, a/g plane is ignored.

The curve shown in Figure E-5 as the boundary of 90-degrees maximum

amplitude defines the limit of maximum swing amplitude. If the angular

displacement and velocity at time, ta, are such that the swinging object has a

maximum swing amplitude greater than 90 degrees during the intermediate con-

stant velocity, it is not a practical solution. Furthermore, the character-

istics of the actual system may reduce the practical limit of maximum swing

amplitude to less than 90 degrees.

Figure E-6 shows a surface similar to that in Figure E-5, except Figure

E-6 assumes a linear approximation for motion of the swinging object, while

Figure E-5 uses the nonlinear approximation for the motion of the swinging

object. Notice both approximations approach the same true linear solution as
acceleration approaches zero.

i

However, as acceleration increases, the two surfaces show a significantly

- different behavior. The surface for the linear approximation tends to bend

up, indicating that the duration of constant velocity, T, increases as the

system's acceleration magnitude, a/g, increases. In contrast, the surface for

the nonlinear approximation (Figure E-5) tends to curve down toward reduced

constant velocity time as acceleration magnitude increases.

Note that if the desired working region is in the area of increased

acceleration magnitude, the nonlinear characteristics of the swinging object
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Figure E-6. Surface Defining Linoar Approximation

must be included. In fact, if the working region is in the area of large

acceleration magnitude and time, it is more accurate to neglect the effects of
acceleration and assume a linear approximation for the motion of the simply

suspended object than to include the effects of acceleration and assume a

linear approximation.

IMPLEMENTATION

_ardware

Figure E-7 shows the implementation for an oscillatlon-damped control

strategy on a CIMCORP XR® 6100 robot at SNL. A desired displacement is
entered into the control computer, which then generates the required robot

acceleration profile needed to develop oscillatlon-damped trajectory for a

simply suspended object. This acceleration profile is sent to the standard
CIMROC_* 2 robot controller through a CIMCORP llne tracker board in the form

of robot position updates every 47 ms. The standard robot controller

determines tl,e robot trajectory required to achieve this new position and
sends the results into the robot servo control loop.

Software

The software in the control computer provides both low-level interrupt-

driven co_nunications and high-level trajectory computation,

*CIMROC®is a registered trademark of CIMCORP, Inc,
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Figure E-7, Implemented Control Strategy

The communication between the robot controller and the control computer

is synchronized by the robot controller through the line tracker board, The

board sends a synchronizing pulse to the control computer every 47 ms, When

the control computer receives the synchronizing pulse, it interrupts the

currently active trajectory computation routine and sends the most current

oosition update over a serial communication line to the line tracker board,

After sending the position update to the line tracker board, the communication

routine running on the control computer returns control to the trajectory

colnputation routine,

The trajectory computation routine calculates the required position

updates to obtain an oscillation-damped trajectory by essentially selecting a

point on the surface (Figure E-q) that satisfies the condition of desired

displacement, After a desired displacement is entered into the trajectory

computation routine, the routine assumes an acceleration time, ta , and a

corresponding intermediate constant velocity time, T, thereby selecting a

particular contour line on the surface, shown in Figure E-5, The trajectory

I computation routine then iterates a solution between acceleration magnitude,
a, and maximum constant velocity time, Tm, using Equation 2, and the following
equation for total displacement of point O:

2
S - 4 a t + 2 a t T + 2 a t T (5)

a a a in

where

S - total, displacement for point O,
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After ali paralnmters are determined, the trajectory computation routine

calculates the oscillation-damped trajectory position updates, based on the
47-ms update rate of the line tracker board,

To move the robot, the trajectory computation routine passes a position
update to the communication routine, The communication routine blocks

execution of the trajectory computation routine until it receives a

synchronization pulse from the line tracker board, thereby properly

synchronizing the trajectory computation routine with the line tracker board,

When the communication routine senses the synchronization pulse, it transmits
the next position update to the line tracker board, then return_ ,-ontrol to

the trajectory computation routine, This process continues unti£ the desired
trajectory is complete.

RESULTS

To test the above control strategy, a 50-1b weight was suspended by an

80-in, cable from the XR@)6100 robot gripper, The small angle period of the
pendulum was measured to be 2.87 s,

The results of a sample test are given in Table E-I, During this test,

the acceleration of the pivot point, or robot gripper, remains constant for
ali trials at 12 in./s2 in a horizontal direction, Likewise, the total robot

displacement holds constant at I00 in,

Concerning the residual oscillation shown in Table E-I, no residual

oscillation in theory should occur after the robot has come to rest. In

practice, deviations from theory resulting in residual oscillation stem from

many sources, Based on computer simulations of this control strategy, the

largest source of error results from the update rate of the digital control

system. For the system described above, the position update rate is

approximately 47 ms; therefore, if the desired acceleration profile is not

precisely definable in 47-ms intervals, some residual oscillation will result.

Another source of error results from time delays due to the response of the

mechanical subsystem. Any deviation in implementation from the desired

acceleration profile can result in a distorted acceleration profile and,
hence, residual oscillation. Also, the servo control loop itself can induce

error, The servo loop requires a position error to output power to the servo

motors on the manipulator (Figure E-7). Therefore, the manipulator's actual

position is always a nonconstant distance behind the desired position,

resulting in a distorted acceleration profile, Finally, any initial.

oscillation of the swinging object will, in general, result in residual
oscillation.

As a comparison to the approach of generating constant acceleration
profiles, a test was conducted wherein the standard CIMROC @) 2 robot controller

governed the acceleration profile of the robot gripper using a cubic sp!.inetrajectory (Sturm, 1983). The maximum acceleration was set to ].2 in,/s 2, and

the maximum 'velocity, to 15 in,/s. For a lO0-1n, move, the resulting residual

oscillation was 8,7 degrees. Residual oscillation of 8.7 degrees is

significantly greater than the residual oscillation for the oscillation-damped
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Table E- 1

Results for Implemented System

Residual

ta T Tm Vma x Oscillation '

(s) (s) (s) (:_n,/s) (degrees)

1,44 0,000' 0,0336 34,4 0,i

1,15 0,287 1,05 C7,6 0,3

0,861 0,574 2,54 _ 20,7 0,3
0,574 0,841 5,25 13,8 0,i

0,287 1,15 12,8 6,89 0,i

* closest real solution

trajectories shown in Table E-I, Therefore, the propos,e_l constant

acceleration control strategy will, in general,_ield a better oscillation-damped trajectory than possible with the CIMROC_92 controller

CONCLUSIONS

While experimenting with the computer simulation and implemented control
system, several practical observations have been made,

i, As the acceleration of the pivot point approaches zero, the ,,equationsof

motion describing the swinging object approach linear behavior; hence, the

equations that generate the oscillation-damped trajectory may be greatly

simplified by making linear approximations for the motion of the swinging
obj ect :

0 + 2 0 - 0 , (6)o

2, The implemented system will always deviate from the exact solution,

resulting in residual oscillation of the payload due to the nonldealities

in the control and mechanical systems. These nonidealities include the

finite update rate of the controller, response delays in the mechanical

system, and response delays in the serve loop, In general, all these

nonldealities are characteristics of the particular system used,

Therefore, care must be taken when selecting or designing a system to
generate oscillation-damped trajectories to ensure that it behaves as

close to ideally as possible,

3, Residual oscillation can also result from an initial oscillation of the

payload, In general, the oscillatlon-damped trajectory will not decrease

this Initial movement, Moreover, the oscillation-damped trajectory may
amplify the initial oscillation,
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4, From the above observations, it is obvious that an oscillation-dampe_

trajectory with zero residual os_illation may be difficult to implement in

some cases, SNL is currently developing a hybrid force-control system to

damp residual oscillation of simply suspended payloads by controlling the

dynamic forces created by the swinging payload (Strip, 1986),

5, One drawback of generating oscillatlon-damped trajectories as presented in

this appendix is the necessity of a system able to produce a constant

acceleration profile, Many commercially available programmable cranes and

manipulators do not have the ability to generate a constant acceleration

profilel However, many acceleration profiles can result in an

oscillation-damped trajectory by applying the proper mathematical
conditions (Strip, 1986),
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ATTACHMENT A TO APPENDIX E

DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF A SWINGING BODY

Figure E-8 shows a free-body diagram of a distributed mass with a moving

pivot point where

O - moving pivot point for the mass

G - center of mass for the object

m - mass of the object
I - length from 0 to G
J - mass movement of inertia about O

g - the gravitational acceleration (along y)

a - acceleration of point O (normal to y)

e - angular displacement of the object from y

_' - angular displacement of the object from y'.

x O
I

X

@
I

y Y

_ Figure E-8. Simply Suspended Object
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The object can pivot at O and oscillate freely about y of the xy

coordinate frame while point O is stationary or moving with constant velocity,

A second axis, y' of the x'y' coordinate frame, is the axis about which the

object oscillates while point 0 is mov° B with constant acceleration. Using

this second coordinate frame allows the use of standard relations to analyze

the motion of the object. A simple coordinate transformation relates the two
coordinate frames.

A dynamic analysis of the object yields the following nonlinear

differential equation of motion that is valid while point O is stationary or
moving with constant velocity (Karman and Biot, 1940; Tse et al., 1978;

Thomson, 1981).

p

8 + 2 sin8 - 0 (A-l)o

where the natural frequency of the object is

- . (A-2)o

While point 0 is moving with constant acceleration, the natural frequency

changes due to a change in the magnitude of the effective acceleration vector;

hence, tile new natural frequency becomes

- . (A-3)
o

The assumption is now made and verified below that a new natural

frequency exists that approximates ali the nonlinearities in the differential

equation describing the motion of the swinging object. Equation A-I then
becomes

8 + 2 8 - 0 (A-4)

where

- natural frequency, accounting for all nonlinearities.

Equation A-4 is a second-order, linear differential equation with

constant coefficients and is solvable using Laplace transforms. After

transforming Equation A-4, solving for the subsidiary equation, and then

transforming back into the time domain, the solution for angular displacement

with respect to time becomes

8(t) - 8i cos(_t) + [8i/_] sin(_t) (A-5)
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where

8 i - initial angular displacement

8i " initial angular velocity
t - time.

Differentiating with respect to time yields angular velocity with respect
to time:

8(t) - -8i _ sin(_t) + 8i cos(_t) . (A-6)

0sclllation-Damped TrajeLctor$es

The problem now is solving for the constant velocity time, T, in terms of

acceleration time, ta, and other system parameters. Assuming the two

durations of constant acceleration are equal in time, ta, and magnitude, a,

the following conditions will result in an oscillation-damped transport and

stop of the object (Starr, 1985).

8(t ) - 8(t + T) - 8 (A-7)a a

8(t ) - -8(t + T) - 8 (A-8)
a a

Substituting Conditions in Equations A-7 and A-8 into Equations A-5 and h,

A-6 gives

0 - 8 cos(_TT ) + [8/_T]sin(_TT) (A-9)

-8 _ -8 _Tsin(_T T) + 8 cos(_TT ) (A-lO)

where

WT " natural frequency of the swinging object, accounting for all

nonlinearities during the intermediate constant velocity.

Solving Equation A-9 for sin(_TT), substituting the result into Equation

A-10, and using a tangent half angle substitution yields:

tan WT 8 (A-li)

which is valid for
i

• _ a o (A-12)
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where

8 - angular displacement in the xy coordinate frame at time ta

- angular velocity at time ta .

Using Equations A-5 and A-6 to obtain 8 and 8 at time ta in the x'y'

coordinate frame, transforming 8 and 8 to the xy coordinate frame, and

substituting into Equations A-II yields

T _' tan "I rT
" _ tan _ (A-13)

ft a

where

rT - the period of the swinging object, accounting for all nonlinearities

during the time of intermediate constant velocity

rt - the period of the swinging object, accounting for ali nonlinearities
a during the time of constant acceleration.

Equation A-13 relates the duration of the intermediate constant velocity

segment, T, te the duration of a constant acceleration segment, ta, as a

function of the nonlinear approximations for the period of each segment. Now

the nonlinear approximations for the period of each segment need to be

expressed in terms of determinable system parameters.

Nonlin6ar ADp_o_imatio n for _eriod

One way of dealing with the nonlinear motion of a swinging object is to

combine all the nonlinearities into one parameter, the exact period. Karman

and Biot approximate the exact period as (Karman and Biot, 1940)

- 1 + _ (A-14)

where

- maximum angular amplitude of the swinging object.

Using Equations A-3 and A-14, the nonlinear approximation for the period

of the object while the moving pivot point 0 is accelerating becomes

r - 2_ ml[a2 + g211/2" I + _ . (A-15)

While point 0 is accelerating at a constant rate, _ is the angle between

the xy and x'y' coordinate systems. Hence, Equation A-15 can be expressed

entirely in terms of determinable system parameters [see Strip (1986) for

expanded derivation]:
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rt " ro 1/2' I + 16 (A-16)
a I1+ (a/g)]

where

ro - the period for an infinitesimally small angle of oscillation while

point O is moving with constant velocity,

Using Equation A-14 to solve for the period of an object while point O is

moving with constant velocity and expressing the maximum amplitude as a

function of conditions at time, ta, yields:

2_ . 2_ I + ......116 . , (A-17), z zTO

Solving this nonlinear approximation for the period while point 0 is

moving with constant velocity results in the quadratic equation

._ _ 2_/Zo + (2_/z)2-4(1 + e /16)(e2/16)- 0 (A-18)
zT T 2(1 + 82/16) '

As the angular displacement and velocity approach zero, the nonlinear

approximation for the period should approach that of the small angle period,

Therefore, the proper choice is the positive radical of Equation A-18. Hence,

the nonlinear approximation for the period of the object during the time of

intermediate constant velocity becomes

2
2 _ (I + 8 /.16)

ZT = 1/2 (A-19)

-/ro + [(_/Zo)2" (i + e2/16)(82/16)]

Substituting Equations A-16 and A-19, along with angular displacement and

velocity at time, ta, in the xy coordinate frame, into Equations A-13 yields a

solution for the duration of constant velocity, T, in terms of acceleration

= time, ta, for an oscillation-damped trajectory.

Error Analysis

Comparing the solutions to the linear and nonlinear approximations, an

exact solution for the motion of a swinging object demonstrates the necessity

and validity of combining ali nonlinearities into an approximate period.

Using Equations A-5, with the Initial conditions of zero angular displacement

and maximum angular velocity, the angular displacement as a function of time

for the linear approximation is

8- _ sin [2_--_t] . (A-20)
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Using Equations A-14 for the nonlinear approximation oi: the p_riod of a

swinging object and substituting this approximation for the period into

Equations A-20 gives the nonlinear approximation for angular displacement as a
function of time:

O- _ sin [ 2o ........ [--_]] , , (A-21)

[i + (_2/16) ro[JJ
The exact solution for angular displacement as a function of time for the

swinging object with the same initial conditions as Equations A-20 arld A-21 is
(Karman and Biot, 1940)

where

sn- is a Jacobi elliptic function

z - is the exact period,

Solving Equation A-22 for angular displacement and expanding the elliptic

function yields

e- 2 sin sin sin 2_r (A-23)

where the ratio of the exact: period to the period for an infinitesimall.y smalI
angle of oscillation is (Karman and Biot, 1940)

._t 2 2 dO
r - . 1/2 ' (A-24)

o [I - sfn2(_/2)sin2(_)]

Equation A-24 is in the form of a complete elliptic integral of the first

kind and is insolvable iri terms of elementary transcendental functions (Karman

and Biot, 1940), However, a numerical sol.tion for Equation A-24 is possible

for a given amp].itude,

E-20

_






